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CraigGogarth,Britain'smostimportantseacliff,was only climbedfor the first time in 1964.Nowit
the country.The cliff also enjoysan international
reputationfor havingthe world'sfinestsea
a
describesthe eventsthat led to the cliff's meteoricriseto fame.
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boastsnearlytwo hundredtop-qualityroutes,manyof which areamongthe mostdifficultin
i f f c l i m b i n gI.n a t w o - p a r ta r t i c l eA
, l e c S h a r p a, u t h o ro f t h e f o r t h c o m i n gG o g a r t hg u i d e ,
t d t h e c l i m b st h a t p r o v i d et h e b a s i so f i t s u n i q u ea p p e a l .
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IN THE BEGINNING was the cliff, aloof,
mysterious, sea-pounded, storm-lashed.
Then came the plants, the sea-birds and
finally the climbers. The first person to pay
any attention to it from the climbing point
of view was Trevor Peck, who noticed it
from the Irish ferry. He visited the place,
scrambling down to the sea to assessthe
possibilities.That was several decadesago,
but it was a long while before any routes
were done on the major sea cliffs of
Gogarth, although a few explorations took
place on the broken and more friendty
rocks of Holyhead Mountain, which, in
'fifties,
the
becamethe climbing ground of
the mountain rescue men from R.A.F.
Valley.
The real onslaught began in 1964, and
there followed a race for routes such as
had never before been seen in Britain. At
that time, the main mountain cliffs of
North Wales, particularly Clogwyn du'r
Arddu, were reeling under the attacks of
the Alpha Club. Leading the activity was
Peter Crew, a young climber keen to
dislodge Joe Brown from his then acknowledged position as king of climbing. New
lines were fast disappearingas the voracious
Alpha gobbled them up, but keen competition between the members of the club
ensured great secrecy concerning the
whereaboutsof the remaining lines. Horizons were expanded as the Alpha made
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trips to more distant areas, such as
Tremadog and the Lleyn Peninsula. However, despite its good routes, Tremadog
was regarded as a second-rate cliff, and
the Lleyn Peninsula never really captured
the imagination of most climbers.
Then, in April, 1964, Martin Boysen
and Baz Ingle went out to Holyhead and
down to the sea cliffs below the mountain.
Here, they created a long and intricate
climb up the right-hand side of the Main
Cliff. They called it Gogarth, a name that
has since come to apply to the whole of
the Holyhead Cliffs. Now one of the
classicsof the cliff, consisting as it does of
easy grooves up big pedestals alternating
with steep walls, Gogarth remained for
some time a very serious undertaking and
scared away many who came to try it.
On the same day as they climbed
Gogarth, Boysen and Ingle also climbed
the slender pinnacle of Shag Rock, on the
Upper Tier of cliffs to the right of Gogarth.
Full of enthusiasm, Ingle returned a week
later with Crew. The pair scrambled along
the sea-level traverse to the centre of the
Main Cliff, where they climbed Pentathol,
the only really obvious break in this
section. The cliffs, big, blank and impossibly steep, with the sombre sea below,
made a deep impression on Crew:
"My main memories ol that climb are of
being absolutely bloody frightened by

the sea. I've got a morbid fear of water
anyway, but I can remember going
along that traverse, thinking, 'God,
we're going to die if we're not careful',
and then struggling on that first pitch of
Pentathol, watching the tide coming in
and wondering if we were going to
drown."
Imagination ran riot, and the Main
CIiff enjoyed a brief respite before the
ensuing blitz. Attention turned to the
Upper Tier, where the Alpha proceeded
to climb Bezel, Gauntlet, Amphitheatre
Wall and other routes.. After this, the
prevailing attitude was that the cliff was
worked out - unbelievable to the presentday climber used to a route up every
groove and wall. Crew comments:
"lt was partly a factor of the sea-level
traversing and climbing above water,
which for us was a completely strange
experience . . . We also used to stare at
that crag and think it was too steep - I
looked at The Ramp for week after week,
trying to work out whether it was a
slab or an overhanging wall, and whether
it was blank or covered with jugs. Until
we went on it, I had no idea at all, and
I literally had bad dreams about it. The
main crag we just regarded as ridiculous:
it's a psychological problem, just a
massive blockage - steepness,water and
loose rock."
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So the cliff was left, fully worked out
with nine routes. Also, the reign of the
Alpha was drawing to an end. All things
must pass and the Alpha Club was no
exception. Many of its members left for
the Lakes, and its driving force, Crew,
was in London, worrying about women,
jobs and guidebooks. In those days,
climbing was not the year-round game
that it now is, and the weather that
summer was good, so that Cloggy sang
its siren song and Gogarth was deserted
by the leading protagonists. Unknown to
them, however, South Stack was also
visited in 1964, by a team consisting of
Stan Croe, Dave Crilly and Paul Braithwaite, who climbed the line now known as
Green Slab, having failed in an attempt on
Mousetrap. Green Slab was not written
up at the time, and it later went down in
Crew's initial guide as being climbed in
Easter, 1966, by an unknown party - the
truth only emerging some time later.
1966 - The Potential Emerges
Interest in the cliff waned in 1965, but,
in the following year, work on the new
Snowdon West guide led to the cliff being
re-examined. Ingle was working on the
Cwm Silyn and Castell Cidwm sections
and, in February, Crew decided to go back
to Gogarth to check over its nine climbs
before writing what was expected to be a

minor section of the guide. He was
accompanied by Jancis Baldock, Ingle,
Alan Harris and Ken Wilson. Harris.
Wilson and Baldock were amazed at
what they saw, and couldn't understand
how the Alpha cor+ldhave left such a large
cliff so underdeveloped. It was clear that
tremendous scope still remained.
Nevertheless, nothing much happened
until March, when Claude Davis and Allie
Cowburn, two Cromlech Club members,
visited the cliff and climbed The Riflt, the
first obvious line after the initial descent.
An innocent ascent of a minor chimney
line, it nevertheless had major consequences,as Crew relates:
"It struck us like a bombshell: 'Bloody
hell, if people like Claude and Allie
can do a route on Gogarth, there must
be thousands of damn things there.' So
we went out the followine weekend with
a very big party . . ."
Climbing with Jancis Baldock, Crew
conquered his fears of the sea-leveltraverse
and pushed along to the end of its easiest
section. Here, the pair climbed a deep
and difficult chimney line (Heroin). Easter
intervened and. with the Welsh weather
generally poor, Crew and Baldock pushed
off to the Lakes. But, while they were
away, the BBC staged a television spectacular on the cliffs .-rf South Stack,
featuring a star-studded cast which in-

Left: North Stack being battered by high seas
Right: Geoff Birtles makes the /trst tcntatiye
moyes on to what was to be Rat Race. in Mav
1966. Photo: Chris Jackson

cluded Tom Patey, Joe Brown, Ian
McNaught Davis and Royal Robbins.
With no free routes existing on the then
unexplored cliffs, the team constructed
what is now called the TelevisionRoute up
a blank section of the Red Wall. The route
was done on aid prior to the programme,
and the climbers then performed to order
for the Easter viewing audience. Not
surprisingly, few climbers remember the
event, except for those involved, and its
best memorial was an amusing article by
Tom Patey which appeared in the 1966
Climbers' Club Journal. However, the
event did mark the appearance of Joe
Brown on the Anglesey climbing scene,a
scenehe was inev.itablysoon to dominate:
"I went and looked at Red Wall. It
was murky weather and I thought,
'Christ! they really have
started doing
something more impressivethan in the
mountains.' But I didn't attempt to
climb it, and didn't pay much attention
until that televisionprogramme."
The Television Route was Brown's first
climb on the cliffs. A month later, he
produced his first proper climb - on a piece
ofrock whose existencehad been suspected
by no one.

The television programme put Anglesey
in the limelight, and a period of intense
exploration followed. On April ll, Celidh
and Interpolator were climbed, and these
were followed on April 24 by Bloody
Chimney and The Ramp. Then, on May
7, with about a dozen climbers all trying
new lines on various sections of the cliff.
Dirtigo and Fail Safe were completed.
Other probes were made at Rat Race and
in the Winking Crack area, and Crew and
Baldock were hard at work gardening the
line of Central Park. Crew comments:
"It was an obvious problem, but it was
very overgrown and needed much
gardening. Jancis and I got stuck in and
cleaned most of the first pitch, while the
others were probing up to the left and
right of us. Dave Alcock was trying
Fail Safe with Dave Potts. They had got
it rigged up to the final overhang, but
had just run out of puff. So we packed
up our digging on Central Park and
wandered over. Dave passed the ropes
to me and I tied on and bombed up it.
It was a very steep route, but had good
holds right up to the final hard section,
just above the overhang. But they had it
protected that far, so as a first ascent it
was a real con. Anyway, by that time it
had become clear that these upper tier
routes were just short problems."
Central Park was still uncompleted, but,
after further gardening sessions, Crew
and Alcock won through:
"It took three or four days to garden.
The first pitch was just literally a green
field and, once it had been gardened, it
was just a narrow band of clean rock
going up through the green field. We
gardened it entirely from the bottom,
partly because it wouldn't have been
easy to rig up an abseil rope due to the
big grass run-off. I think we used the
odd sling to stand in for cleaning, but
it was led free. I thought it was a hard
route, but that's the problem with new
routes - often the psychological and
physical effort of pioneering is out of
all proportion to the eventual route,
and of course Central Park soon came
to be regarded as a very reasonable
climb."
The day after Fail Safe was completed,
Brown visited the cliffs and put up his
first proper new route. Crew has this to
say about it:
"We walked over in a big crowd from
the car park by South Stack caf6. Most
of the group wandered off down left
to the Main Cliff, but Brown and a
small party of devotees carried straight
along the top of the cliff, just exploring,
and of course they found Wen Slab. You
won't believe it, but until that day no
one had ever seen it - no one in the
climbing world, that is. That's the
funny thing about the old man, he's got
a nose for rock - he can smell a new
route from two miles away."
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Crow Bar, Puffin, Strike, Imitator and the
Main Cliff Girdle. Crew teamed up with
Geoff Birtles to explore the girdle lines
across the Main Cliff. Their first effort was
Cordon Bleu, which found an easy line
(apart from a short, difficult wall) across a
line of slabs in the top section of the cliff.
But they were dissatisfied with this line,
as they were forced off to the top of the
cliff, so they returned at the end of May to
try and improve it. Following Cordon
Bleu to just below the crux wall, they then
made a horrendous free abseil down the
overhanging central section of the Main
Cliff, to reach what was later to become
the stance of Mammoth. From there,
they traversed left to link up with the
finish of Pentathol. Although bold, this
line was not the real solution. and it never
really gained the popularity that rightly
came to Cordon Bleu. The problem of the
girdle of the central section of Gogarth
had to wait ten years before solutions
emerged in the forms of Ordinary Route
and Trunk Line.
Two short routes on the Upper Tier,
Puffin and Strike, are also of interest, as
they were the first routes to be put up on
the cliff by Rowland Edwards, who at
that time was much preoccupied with his
explorations on the West Buttress of
Clogwyn du'r Arddu. However, Edwards
never really became very interested in
Gogarth, preferring instead his lonely
pioneering on Cloggy and on the limestone cliffs of Great and Little Orme.
So it was that in the weeks between
Easter and the end of May, seventeennew
routes were discovered on Gogarth, at an
unprecedented pace. The speed of exploration is perhaps best explained by
virtue of the coincidental interest of three
ambitious climbers - Crew, Brown and
Boysen. Other, hardly less talented climbers, such as Baz lngle, Geoff Cram, Geoff
Birtles, Rowland Edwards and Dave
Alcock, either backed them up or competed
with them. A 'Gold Rush' mentality
developed, with climbers eagerly exchanging experiences in Llanberis after a day's
climbing, carefully omitting any clues that
might indicate where their future plans
lay. Thus the feeling grew that Gogarth
was the place to be. Similar electricity
has crackled in Derbyshire of late, and is
now perhaps doing so in the Lakes, but
in the mid-sixties it was in Wales, and in
1966 it was at Gogarth.
Another explanation for the meteoric
growth in popularity of such a serious cliff
is perhaps the general improvement that
occurred in equipment at that time. Denny
'Clog'
Moorhouse had just started his
factory in North Wales, and was producing
a wide range of nuts and, just as important,
chrome moly pegs. When nuts first
appeared in the early 'sixties, they were
slow to catch on. At first, ordinary hexagonal nuts were reamed out and threaded
on slings, but the accepted ethic still laid
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Above: "/oe Brown and Martin Boysen during the
/trst ascent of Wen. Pholo: Dave Alcock

Brown comments:
"We went to North Stack for a walk, and
I was with Martin Boysen, hanging back
behind the others. We looked back and
saw the top of Wen Slab. All you could
see was about forty feet of slab sticking
out of grass. We walked back and we
were absolutely pop-eyed when we saw
the thing. We only had a little bit of
climbing gear with us, so we borrowed
odd karabiners and slings that other
people had got, and went and did it."
'white'),
The result was Wen (Welsh for
a
beautiful line taking the obvious crack that
splits the glistening white slab. The following week, Brown returned and added a
companion route, Ddu, on the right edge
of the slab.
Elsewhere on the cliff, Central Park was
being completed, and Martin Boysen,
climbing alternately with Judd Jordan
and Mike Yates, was adding Scavenger to
the Main Cliff and Fifth Avenue to the
Upper Tier. Such w'as the pace of exploration that these routes had 'second'
first ascents shortly afterwards, Scavenger
by Geoff Cram and Fifth Avenue by
Brown.
In the remaining weeks of May, six
more routes were added - Cordon Bleu.
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the emphasis on threaded chockstones, and
climbers carried specially fashioned wire
threaders to pull the slings round the
chocks they had inserted. Later, specially
designed alloy chocks were introduced,
first by Troll and Moac, then by Clog,
but these again were at first considered a
trifle unethical. Cloggy's Great Wall, for
example, the scene of much controversy
was done with only one metal nut; protection and aid, apart from pegs, consisted
ofthreaded pebbles. Crew recalls:
"When we did Great Wall, nuts had
only been out for a few months. At
first, we'd reacted against them, but
then we started to use them. On that
climb, though, we only used one brass
nut. The thing that's of relevance here
to Anglesey is that when we first started
climbing there we didn't have nuts. I
can remember doing Pentathol with a
little bag full of limestone chocks * we
used to go to limestone and get bits that
could easily be chipped to size on the
route. That was the height of technical
achievement at the time. Now Anglesey
is the ideal nut cliff, in the sensethat it's
bloody awful for chockstones, which
don't work very effectively in those
pockets, and I suppose Anglesey could
have been the making of nuts. The more
sophisticated development of nuts, making use of hexagons and tapered ends,
was probably as much a response to
Anglesey climbing as anything else, and
no doubt helped to overcome the
practical difficulties of climbing there."
Chrome moly pegs also played a part in
making stances and abseil anchors safe a very irnportant consideration on such a
serious cliff.
The Big Lines Start to Fall
June saw increasing confidence amongst
Anglesey habitu6s. The smaller and easier
lines had been done, and attention was
beginning to be focused on the more
challenging sections of the cliff.
First to fall was Winking Crack. The
anecdote about Brown seeing this winking
at him every time he visited the clilT has
now passed into climbing folklore. The
result was a superb climb, with a very
hard finish in the form of an off-width
chimney/crack. This defeated several
leaders, some of whom slid all the way
back down it, as did Cram.
The following weekend saw Crew and
Alcock trying another line (Jaborandi)
up the centre of the main cliff, still on the
easier angled section by Pentathol. Crew
remembers:
"There were three other parties going
for Jaborandi that day and we had a
race across Anglesey and down to the
sea-levelgirdle. When we arrived, there
Right: Iiree vieu,s of the top se(tion of Winking
Crack. Two oJ the photos show Geo.ff Cran during hi.s abortive early attempt, and the otlrer
depicts Jantis Baldock jrtst belox, the hnal crack.
Photos: Leo Dickinson and John Hartlev
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was an extra complication in the form
of Doug Scott, who was already half-way
up the groove of Syringe, pegging his
heart out. One of the funniest things I've
ever seen happened that day. I was
belayed in the middle of Jaborandi, when
Scott's head appeared round the corner,
his hair plastered all over his face with
sweat. "Can I come over there?" he
said. "No," I said. "Piss off. Your route
goes up round the corner."
Scott was not well known in Wales at
this time, his Nottingham group standing
somewhat apart from the regular Welsh
activists. Moreover, his activities on Derbyshire limestone had made him rather keen
on pegging, and his routes were quick to
come under scrutiny in the rather more
rigidly ethical sceneof North Wales. His first
Gogarth climb, Crow Bar on the Upper
Tier, had involved aid, but the reported
nine pegs on Syringe actually included
several that were used for belays, making
the route seem worse than it was. It was
certainly a bold move to attempt such a
steep route at that time, and Scott later
found major outlets for his talents on the
very serious routes of Strone Ulladale and,
on Anglesey, on the awesome Parliament
House Cave roof.
While on Jaborandi, Crew and Alcock
had seen a large groove starting half-way
up the cliff. A week later they returned to
climb it, finding it extremely technical.
The Big Groove, as it was called, turned
out to be one of the most difficult climbs
on the cliff. Three other routes were also
done, further left, beyond Heroin. Malcolm
Howells and Barry Whybrow
added
Hustler and Phaedra, two short but
worthwhile climbs, and Brown and Harold
Drasdo put up Hud. Film names were
popular at that time, Hombre, Point
Blank and Wonderwall being other examples of the fashion.
The following day it was Dinosaur that
fell. The great overhanging'central wall of
Gogarth exerted such a challenge that it
led to the teaming of the arch competitors,
Brown and Crew. The day that Crew and
Alcock did Big Groove, Brown had been
probing a line up the central section. Crew
believed it to be the line of Dinosaur,
which he had planned, but Brown is under
the impression that it was actually the
first section of what was to be Mammoth.
Crew had named his line Dinosaur in
advance, in the belief that anyone who did
it would need a long neck and no brains.
He recalls:
"The day we did Big Groove, the old
man was trying Dinosaur, and he'd got
up to the first overhang and left a sling
in place. We'd never climbed together,
Top feft: Pete Crew and Dave Alcock during the
first ascent of Big Groove. Lower left: Crew,
belayed by Brown, doing battle with the second
pitch of Dinosaur. This was the first time the pair
had climbed with each other and they went on to
make scores offirst ascenls.

and in fact we'd never even really
conversed, except at a distinctly cold
distance. I went to him that night at
Dave Alcock's prompting, becauseDave
and the old man were quite friendly.
The approach was: 'You've been trying
Dinosaur today and I'm going to do it
tomorrow, so why don't we team up to
save burning each other off?' At that
time the old man was definitely short of
a good partner, but that was the only
route on which I ever really burned him
off, or climbed better than him. Every
time since, he's definitely been boss - I
don't mind admitting it. On the first
pitch, he had got the runner on the end
of the overhang, and it took a lot of
courage to launch up the short wall
above. He tried it several times and I
tried it several times, until eventually I
managed it. The second pitch was
extremely loose and I frigged my way up
it, using several points of aid. It's one
of those routes that's now done more or
less'free, but at the time every bit of
aid was justified. It took a lot of doing,
that climb. We were out there early in
the morning and didn't get back until
nearly ten o'clock at night."
Brown's account of the first pitch of
Dinosaur differs considerably from Crew's:
"I tried the first pitch and got round the
overhang and up to the final wall which
leads up to the stance. The only protection I had was those two pegs driven
upside-down under that flake, and I
though, 'Bugger that!' So I went down
and Pete went up and, at the point
where I'd been standing, he found a hole
in the rock into which he put this peg.
It was an absolutely perfect peg, and it
made a very safe lead then. When I
got up to the stance and looked up, I
thought,'I don't like it at all'- it might
have been something to do with seconding. Pete said, 'Right, off you go,' but I
'No.
said.
I don't want to do that.'
Pete led it and I was still absolutely
bloody gripped seconding. I felt more
frightened of coming off that seconding
than I would have done leading. I don't
normally feel frightened of coming off
leading, becauseI don't normally think
I'm going to come off. But that time,
even though I was seconding, I felt I
was going to swing off with a big piece
of rock in my hand."
While Brown and Crew were tackling
Dinosaur, Howells and Whybrow were
battling away at Rat Race. Howells was
fresh to the new route scene and, having
made a good job of Hustler and Phaedra,
he was keen to do well on the more major
Iine of Rat Race, particularly when in
close proximity to such a powerful team.
The initial traverse across the steep wall to
the right of Dinosaur had first been tried
by Geofl Birtles and Chris Jackson, during
one of the super-active exploring days of
the previous months. Howells pushed the
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route further, but was stopped by a very
hard section.Being unwilling to use a peg,
he retreated. Shortly afterwards, Brown
climbed the pitch twice, taking a slightly
different line and using a peg for aid. On
both occasions, his seconds, who were by
all accounts very intimidated (a typical
Brown scenario). failed to follow. On the
next attempt, Howells and Whybrow,
speeded by the slings left on the main
pitch by Brown, regained the latter's
high-point and pressed on up the overhanging chimney. But then, as it was late,
they finished up Cordon Bleu. Crew and
Brown added the upper pitches on the
following day, and Rat Race really named
itself. There was some argument as to who
had actually climbed the route (mainly
inspired by outsiders to the action), but,
when Crew credited it to Brown and himself. with a footnote about Howells and
Whybrow, Howells felt this to be perfectly
fair.
By autumn, Crew had written the draft
for an interim guide. It contained "the
amazing total of thirty-nine routes, most
of which had been discovered in four
months, a pace of exploration unparalleled
in the history of the sport". So wrote Ken
Wilson in 1966. Since then. other areas.
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notably Lundy, have seen even more rapid
developments, but Gogarth was the first
cliff to be developed intensively, instead of
in the traditional fashion with a handful
of new routes every other year. The
development was also noteworthy when
one considers that the climbers involved
were making a journey of thirty-five miles
from Llanberis, every time they went to
Holyhead, whereas at a place such as
Lundy there is nothing much to do but
climb, once one is on the island for a period
of days.
As an aside at this point, it is worth
noting that the original guide listed the
following amount of aid for these routes:
Strike 5, Winking Crack 6, Blind Pew 10,
Jaborandi 4 and Syringe 9.
Thus the first period of Gogarth's
development came to an end in a blaze of
publicity. The guidebook, articles and
photographs ensured that the cliff was
firmly established as a climbing area. It is
also possible that this major period of
climbing was responsible for triggering off
a wider appreciation of sea-cliff climbing
in other areas, most notably in Pembroke,
Devon and North Cornwall, where major
routes were discovered throughout the
next decade and indeed are still appearing.

J

Left: Malcolm l{owells making the hard moves
on Phaedra. Right: Mike Peters, dwar/ed by the
primeril contortions of Red lVall during an early
ascent. These, and all other uncredited photos in
this article: Ken llilson

The South Stack Explorations
If the spring of 1966 saw attention focused
on Gogarth's Main Cliff, the autumn
witnessed an equally intense interest in
the cliffs near'the South Stack Lighthouse.
Set at the back of deep inlets or zawns,
these weirdly contorted cliffs, consisting
of layers of soft white rock, sandwiched
between crusty wedges of hard n-retamorphosed red rock and twisted and bent
in wild convolutions, were beyond the
experienceof British climbers at that time.
Apart from the probings of the television
team and Braithwaite'sGreen Slab adventure, no serious attempts had been made
to climb them, so bizarre and frightening
did they look. Thus the first real push on
to Red Wall was a genuinestep forward in
the concept of what was possible. Crew
recalls sitting at the top of Red Wall with
Brown, debating the wall's possibility from
a climbing point of view, with regard to its
steepness, the lack of holds and the
loosenessof the rock. In the event, he
came back from the Alps specifically to
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The Upper Tier (below)

The Main Cliff and Easter lsland Gully (above)
1
l\4icron
23 Wrangler
Diagonal
2
24 Gringo
3
Gazebo
25 Hustler
3a Ahriham
26 Mestizo
4
Ormuzd
27 Mulatto
5
E x i tC h i m n e y
28 Hud
6
Annihilator
29 Phaedra
7
Drag
3 0 H o r s eA b o v e W a t e r
8
Belial
31 Heroin
I
Supercrack
32 Nightride
10 E x i t C r a c k
33 Scavenger
11 V o l c a n o
3 4 S c a v e n g e rD i r e c t
12 Wonderwall
35 Needle
13 P h a g o c y l e
36 Hypodermic
14 Tapeworm
37 Camel
1 5 S m a l lG u t
38 Syringe
16 F l u k e
39 Jaborandi
1 7 R o t t e nG u t
40 Pentathol
1 8 Crossover
41 Peepshow
19 BigGut
4 2 P u z z l eM e O u i c k
20 Praetor
43 Big Groove
21 Hombre
4 4 G r a d u a t i o nC e r e m o n y
22 Swastika
45 Ciladel
----C o r d o n B l e u - . . - . . O r d i n a r yR o u t e - ' - .

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

Mammoth
Dinosaur
Positron
Rat Race
B u b b l y ' s S i t u a t i o nB l u e s
F a l l sR o a d
Gogarth
Resolution
Sinulator
Emulator
lmitator
Diogenes
F a i lS a f e
The Ramp
Gauntlet
Doomsville
P a r kL a n e
Strand
C e n t r a lP a r k
T i m e sS q u a r e
FifthAvenue
Winking Crack

- ' T r u n k L i n e ( a p p r o x .l i n e )

Also marked are the direct
finishes of Nightride and
B i g G r o o v e ,a n d t h e D i r e c t
aporoach 10 the crux of
Gogarth.
H o r i z o nt,h e g i r d l el i n e f r o m
Syringe to Ormuzd, is not
marked because of lack of
d e t a i l e di n f o r m a t i o n .

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Lines not marked on the
lower photo are Canned
L a u g h t e r( r i g h t o f P a n t i n )
a n d t h e G i r d l eT r a v e r s e -s
Suspender, The Underg r o u n d a n d R o l l aC o s r a .

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Salcus
Bezel
E t e r n a lO p t i m i s t
FailSafe
AfreerSrreet
The Ramp
Ziggwat
The Gauntiet
Y e l l o wS c a r
( a p p r o x .l i n e )
Celidh
The Cracks
Amphitheatre
Wall
Gladiator
Broadway
Doonrsville
P a r kL a n e
Strand
C e n t r a lP a r k
T i m e sS q u a r e
Flfth Avenue
Shag Rock
B t a c kS p o t

23
24

Crow Bar
F i f t e e nM e n o n a
D e a d M a n ' sC h e s t
25 BlindPew
26 The Nod
2 7 W i n k i n gC r a c k
28 Campion
29 Puflin
2 9 a P u f f i nD i r e c t
3 0 F o r c e8
31 Pantin
32 UFO
3 3 B l o o d yC h i m n e y
34 Strike
35 The Rift
36 Acid
37 Dirtigo
38 Trogg'sWay

T r a n s a t l a n t i cC r o s s i n g
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do the route. Brown tells the story:
"While we were doing the televisionprogramme, I noticed the line of Wendigo,
which I thought might be a two-inch
crack all the way up the cliff, and I
'Well, Christ, that's what I've
thought,
been looking for all my life.' So, later,
I went back to the wall with Pete,
intending to do Wendigo. When we
actually got on the wall, we saw how
broken the rock was in comparison
with what it looked like from the top,
so we did Red Wall instead, which I
thought was fantastic . . Doing something like Red Wall you snapped some
of the holds off. You could see that

they weren't loose, they were just so
thin and big that they snapped off like
biscuits, and you very quickly got the
hang of just smashing them off, so that
what was left was thicker and stronger."
Since then, Red Wall has been the scene
of a number of epics. One of the most
impressive was when Jim Perrin did a
semi-classicabseil down the full length of
the wall. He was only wearing a nylon
shirt, and didn't realize that the wall was
gently overhanging, so that there was no
means of obtaining greater friction. With
the rope running over his shoulder, he
started sliding too fast. The pain was
almost unbearable, but to lose consciousnesswould have been to die, and he
managed to remain conscious and avoid
going into free fall, but only at the cost
of blood and burnt flesh covering the
rope and rocks. This eventually resulted
in a massive scar running down his arms
and across his chest, shoulder and back.
British climbers at that time were not
expert in the safe abseiling that is necessary
on very steep cliffs, being proficient merely
in making the odd retreat in places like
Cloggy and in descending from alpine
routes. In the face of incidents like the
one experienced by Perrin, the Gogarth
pioneers were not slow to learn, and soon
the semi-classic shoulder abseil became
obsolete and karabiner brakes and figureof-eight descendersbecame the norm.
Another epic occurred. when Lawrie
and Les Holliwell were prospecting on
Red Wall. They weren't after anything in
particular, but were just climbing anywhere
that looked interesting. Les Holliwell
comments:
"Lawrie ran out a whole length of rope
from one of the lower stances,got to the
top and belayed from a peg that was
quite well back and a little below his
waist level. I came rushing up, anxious
to get back to the pub, and at one point
I looked across to the right where there
was a big pinnacle on a ledge, with a
sling round it, about his only runner
on the pitch. I quickly traversed across
to it, got on to the spike and started to
pull up on it without taking the sling
off - I was going to let it pull off as I
went past. Suddenly the cliff started
wheeling away, and I started falling. I
fell about five feet and thought, 'That's
abit far,'then I fell ten feet and thought,
'That's a long way for a
second,' and
then I just kept on going. I thought,
'Shit! that's
curtains.' I was completely
convinced that I was going to die, when
suddenly I stopped - I must have gone
seventy or eighty feet. I was panic
stricken and rushed up about twentyfive feet of rock before I realized that the
rope hadn't been taken in. By then I
was a gibbering heap. After some time
the rope started to go in, and I started
climbing up again. At the place where
the spike had been there was a huge

area of dusty rock, about eight feet in
diameter: not only had the spike gone,
but the whole ledge had come away,
What happened was that the sling had
momentarily lodged on the rock,. so
that an unbelievable force had come on
Lawrie. He was standing up with the
belay below his waist, and the force
pulled him down on to his knees, spun
him round and turned him upside-down.
He was lying forty-five degreesdownhill,
facing the sky, holding the rope with
his hands above his head, and that's
how he stopped me. He got no burns
on his hands, only polish marks!"
Four days after completing Red Wall,
Brown went back with Tony Moulam to
reahze his original intention of climbing
Wendigo. Nine days later he returned
again, this time with Dave Alcock, to try
what was later to be Red Haze. But the
attempt failed, and the pair escaped up
the ramp on the left. Another attempt
three days later resulted in the two of them
climbing half-way up the cliff, before they
were forced off the direct line and far over
to the right, producing the contorted and
poor route of Doppelgangen. Despite this
disappointment South Stack was by now
the 'in place' to do new routes, and this
state of affairs lasted until the end of the
year.
To the right of the Red Wall area is a
headland, and it was clear to Brown and
Alcock that the cliffs in front of this would
probably offer worthwile climbing. On
the day of their failure on Red Haze, they
made an inspection of the cliff that later
became known as Castell Helen, after the
ruin of Helen's Cottage which marks its
top. A long abseil gave accessto the foot
of the cliff, and the pair soon discovered
that the rock was good and the climbing
far more secure and less frightening than
on Red Wall. Their first route was Blanco,
an entertaining wall climb on good rock.
The following day they added Atlantis, a
really fine groove line up the centre of the
cliff. Two weeks later, in a frantic day of
route-bagging, four more climbs were
added, two by Crew and Alcock (Pel and
Rap) and two by Geoff Cram and Mike
Yates (Lighthouse Ar€te and the Girdle).
In between. Brown. Crew and Birtles had
made a probe up the steeper right
flank of the cliff, producing Kalahari, a
route distinguished by the fact that both
Crew and Brown failed on the tricky final
wall pitch, which Birtles, to his astonishment, then led - he must have thought that
the millennium had arrived.
With the initial exploration of Castell
Helen and the more amenable side of Red
Wall completed, attention swung to the
wall at the back of the zawn nearest to the
Lighthouse, an impressive amphitheatre of
suspect yellow rock, bent into crazy
contortions and bristling with overhangs.
The only obviously feasible line, the Green
Slab, had been climbed, producing a rather
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Left: The superb climbing and situation on
Castell Helen, one of the most satisJying oJ
Gogarth'sclffi. The climbersare on Rap and
Blanco (lower figure). Photomontage: Leo
Dickinson
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disappointing route, and the walls on
either side of the slab appeared to offer no
obvious lines. But Brown and Crew
attacked the centre of the convoluted wall
right of Green Slab, and worked out their
masterly route, Mousetrap. The route is
now considered technically fairly straightforward (5a) and only just worthy of its
XS grade because of the serious situation,
but at the time of the first ascent it proved
a very frightening proposition. Brown
remembers a rock on the second pitch as
being "frighteningly
bad" and Crew
admits to being scared on both the first
and second ascents*, considering the
route to be "not hard, but really serious".
Nick Estcourt. who wrote an article about
the route, had this to say:
"When Pete Crew and Joe Brown did
a route up this cliff, I was as surprised
and impressed as most people. The
combination of horrifying first-ascent
photos and gossip about looseness all
helped to keep people away from it.
Although the South Stack cliffs are
covered in climbs now, Mousetrap
represented a breakthrough at the time
it was done. It was followed by a brief
period when people positively revelled
in looseness: instead of boasting about
how good or hard a route might be, they
dwelt on how loose and serious it was."
Mousetrap was given its name because
the rock looked like petrified cheese.Brown
led the first pitch and Crew the dangerous
second pitch. Crew forced his way up a
steep groove on to a slab, but Brown,
coming up second, moved out right
half-way up the groove, missing out the
hardest part of the pitch and finding the
now conventional way of climbing it.
Although the route was done at Brown's
instigation, and though the rock was bad
in places, Crew regards Mousetrap as the
route he is most pleaSedand proud to have
been involved with, out of all the routes at
Gogarth. Nowadays, it is one of the most
popular routes of its grade on the cliffs.
Crew and Brown followed Mousetrap
with Bedlam, a line up the steep walls on
the right. Here, a flrst pitch involving a
very poorly protected, virtually horizontal
traverse on poor rock, and aided by great
tufts of creaking grass, gave access to a
ledge near the first stance of Mousetrap.
The second pitch turned out to be far
better, with an airy traverse across a steep
red wall, to gain a shattered groove which
led by sustained and frequently delicate
bridging in a very exposed position to a
stance in a gutter. Thereafter the climb
eased off to a reasonable finish.
Two days afterwards, Cram and Yates
tried their hand on the Yellow Wall,

W

*Crew did the second ascent the following year with Ed
Ward-Drummond and Ian McNausht Dayis,
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Mousetrap

Zawn and the Red Walls (above)

Castell Helen and Yellow Wall (below)

1
Hysteresis
8
Valdini
15 Redshift
N O T E S : T h eM a z e( a g l r d l e 1
L i g h t h o u s eA f C t e
'1
2
The Primate
9
Locarno
6 Wendigo
of Red Wall), Poseidon 2
BJanco
Primevil
3
10 Auricle
17 RedHaze
( b e t w e e n B l a n c oa n d P e l )
3
Pel
4
G r e e nS l a b
1 1 L . H .B e d W a l l
18 RedWall
a n d A t l a n t i cW a l l ( r i g h r o f
4
Rap
Mousetrap
5
12 Pagan
19 A Brown Study
Atlantls) are not marked 5
Atlantis
6
Mantrap
13 D e y g o
20 Doppelgangen
b e c a u s eo f l a c k o f a c c u r a t e 6
Obelisk
7
Bedlam
1 4 T e l e v i s i o nR o u t e
r^formdltor.
7
Kalahari
-'-.-Girdleof
->Abseil
M o u s e l r a p Z a w n- - - - G i r d l e o f L e f t H a n d R e d W a l l
A p p r o a c h e s- . , - . ' C a s t e i l H e l e n G i r d l e

B
9
10
11
12
13
aA

Gobi
TheSavage
P e r y gI
Moon
Cow
D o g so f W a r
Snd
CreeoinqLemma
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rvhich standsat the other end of the South
Stack clilTs, right of Castell Helen. It
takes the form of an amphithcatrc, with
steep slanting slabs and overhangs in the
centre, flanked by wings that are slightly
l e s sf o r b i d d i n g . T h e r i g h t w i n g p r o v i d e d
the pair with the steep but short
Pterodactyl.It avoided the real challer.rge,
but this \\'as soon taken up by Crew and

Brown, when they made their route, Sind,
t w o I ' v e e v e r s e e nt h e o l d m a n i n t r o u b l e
near the centre of the cliff. The first
on. When we did it the whole of the
attempt (with Birtles) ended in defeat on
wide crack on thc left of the slab was
the first pitch, with a moonlight escape
full of yellorv dust, and we both had
back up the cliff. The next tirne, after
bad guts for months afterwards becausc
several attenlpts, Brown managed to
of ail the dust we'd taken in."
c o m p l e t et h e p i t c h . C r e w r e c a l l s :
They nanted the clintb The Sind, because
" l n a s c n s ei,t w a s t h e h a r d e s tf i r s t a s c e n t t h e d u s t w a s j u s t l i k e s a n d .
I've done, and it was one of the only
One or two otner routes were added
JI

Left: The crucial pitch of Sind, the first of the
big Yellow ll'all routes to be climbed. Right:
Steep and enjoyable climbing on Pel. Photos:
Brian Wyvill and Pete Holden
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before the end of the year: Primevil in the
Mousetrap Zawn (Crew and Birtles),
Stochastic Groove, an obvious but rather
feeble line on the extreme right end of the
South Stack cliffs (by a team led by Ian
McNaught Davis) and Resolution, the
fine ar6te to the right of Gogarth on the
Main CIiff (Crew and Gerry Rogan).
Thus the second half of the year had seena
further nineteen routes added, all but one
of them on the South Stack cliffs, making a
total of forty-nine routes for the whole
year.
In retrospect, some of the earlier Main
Cliff routes can be seen to be harder than
routes like Red Wall, Mousetrap and
The Sind, but at the time there was a
definite progression in what seemed possible. Once the climbers were on the cliff,
the routes were perhaps no harder than
those being done elsewhere,but it was the
initial acceptance of the fact that the
various walls were even climbable that took
time. As Crew says:
"I'm sure that people nowadays don't
seeso much difference between Red Wall
and the other routes on the main crag,
but at the time there were distinct steps
in the psychological progression. For
instance, the first ascent of Sind was a
real breakthrough in a way. I don't
think one would have done Sind
straight off, without having previously
done Red Wall. Left Hand Red Wall
was a breakthrough because that was
going on to what really did look like
blank rock. Deygo was also a distinct
step forward, a move into another area
'
of possibility."
By that time, Brown was really involved
in the development of the cliffs - in the
end he had taken part in more flrst ascents
at Gogarth than anyone else. Previously
he had been growing bored with climbing,
as there was yery little interesting new
rock to climb, and the discovery of the
Gogarth cliffs was a tremendous boost
to his enthusiasm * "it was almost like
starting again". Gogarth has the advantage
over most mountain cliffs in that it is
impossible to view all the various parts
more or less at once; it is necessary to
visit the cliffs many times to find out
where things are and to appreciate the
general layout of the place. Furthermore,
the fact that there was no proper guidebook
meant that one really had to explore to
find other hidden zawns and walls, which
all added to Brown's eniovment of the
place.
Leftz Looking down the Exit Cracks into the
Easter Island Gully Zawn. llonderwall (XS) and
Phagocl,te (HVS) take cracks in the opposite
wall and Exit Cracks (VS) itselJ is.also worthwhile. Volcano (XS) takes the back wall o.f the
zav)n. on rhe lefi.

The North Stack Explorations
Without even a pause to take stock of the
intensive explorations of Gogarth and
South Stack, activities continued into the
New Year of 1967, with growing attention
being paid to the various cliffs nearer to
North Stack. First, on New Year's Day,
Crew and Brown tidied up Gobi, a leftover
on Yellow Wall (desert names having
become popular on this arid cliff). The
following week, they put up a route called
Thor on the front of the flying buttress
opposite Wen Slab. Then came the
exploration of the cliffs of Easter Island
Gully, a narrow grassy furrow leading
steeplydown to the clifls between Gogarth
and Wen Slab. These cliffs were inaccessiblefrom Gogarth, as the sealevel
girdle had proved impossible past Hustler,
with a blank overhanging section barring
the way to all that lay beyond. Brown,
fascinated by what lay out of sight, did
some exploring and soon found the gully.
On January 8, he and Dave Alcock
descended the gully and reached a tiny
ledgeoverlooking a narrow, steeply walled
zawn that obviously held interesting
possibilities. They abseiled into the zawn
and, with the tide low and the sea calm,
found that they could work their way
back towards Gogarth. They did two
routes, Big Gut and Small Gut, before
moving back in the other direction,
towards Wen Slab, where they put up
Diagonal. Thus, on his first visit, Brown
obtained a general idea of the possibilities,
and in the following weeks he and Crew
developed virtually the whole area. On
January 15, they added Tapeworm and
Volcano, and the following weekend they
climbed Crossover, Ahriham and Exit
Groove. The sensational chimney of
Ormuzd offered greater'resistanceand, after
one abortive attempt, they strengthened
the team by taking along their success
talisman, Birtles. After some inspired
lassoing and a degree of jiggery-pokery
by Brown, the route was done. The
following day, Crew and Al Alvarez added
Belial. After that, with good lines being
snapped up elsewhere, they felt it safe to
leave the area for a few weeks. They
returned on April 30 to add the superb
Phagocyteand the less good Rotten Gut.
Finally, on May 14, basic exploration of
the rEasterIsland Gully area was completed,
when Brown and Ian McNaught Davis
climbed Hombre and Praetor, and Crew
and Alvarez produced Fluke. So comprehensive were their activities that the
ensuing ten years have seen only seven
routes added to the area (Drag, Gazebo,
The Wen Slab Area (right)
'1
2
3
4
4a
5
5a
6

7
Zeus
Britomartis
D r e a mo f W h i t e H o r s e s
The Trap
I
Ddu
Thor
9
T. Rex
1 0 C o n c r e t eC h i m n e y
DirectFinish
1 1 O u a r t zl c i c l e
G a m e s C l i m b e r ' sP l a y 1 1 a D i a m o n d F i n i s h
DirectStart
1 2 B r o k e nM i r r o r
Wen
l 3 l f ( a p p r o x .l i n e )
- >
AbseilApproaches
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pitch. But on the first ascent the line was
from clear, as Crew describes:
far
.3urt
.'
*, f'rf..,,
"Concrete Chimney was definitely a big
psychological problem, because we had
no idea how steep the wall was - it's
supposed to be a slab, but, when it gets
round to T. Rex, it becomes much
steeper. We didn't do it the way its
described in the book, and we had all
kinds of epics on it. For instance, when
I led the first pitch, I did a tension
traverse down into the chimney for
some reason - I actually belayed to
pegs hammered into the crap in the
chimney. We had no idea how long it
was. and we didn't even know if we'd
be able to get to stancesor anything, but
once we'd got on to that section of the
4i,';t i :
cliff, it was obvious that there were
routes there."
With so much activity afoot in the Wen
Slab area, others became interested, and
the following weekend saw three teams,
Crew and Ingle, Alcock and Rogan, and
Howells and Whybrow, rushing to the
cliff to explore the next obvious area to the
left of the flying buttress of Britomartis
and Thor. Crew and Ingle were on the
scene first, and the others were crestfallen
when they arrived to find Crew already
hard at work on the chimney line of
Genuflex. This was soon completed, and
Whybrow and Howells added the minor
line of Ipso Facto, by way of consolation.
Alcock and Rogan got nothing, having
seen their line, which they had spotted
while doing Britomartis, burgled from
under their noses. Two days later, Brown,
Crew and Ingle added the exciting but
otherwise worthless Route 66 on the cliffs
further left. Thereafter, North
Stack
explorations ran out of steam, with only
the Easter Island Gully tidbits to tidy up.
ir
It was not until September that Brown
returned with Brian Fuller ('Fred the
Ted'), to add the fine route, Archway, up
the very steep walls to the right of Genuflex. Brown had really been hoping to
climb the roof of the cave that leads
'\
through to Wen Zawn - the line that was
.&F,
&\
later to become Spider's Web - but events
Above: Joe Brown on Spider's llteb, at the hard
A week later they descendedagain and this
worked out differently and, as Brown
moves on tlte second pitch. The climb continues
time climbed the superb Britomartis, on
recalls, the pair were lucky to escape with
into tlte shadows, and eventually the climber can
the seaward face. The following day they their lives:
reach the lip of the overhang by lowering hintself
added the loose and serious Uhuru, on the
"This was the first proper attempt on
rope.
down a
Archway takes the cleft on the le/i.
This is the position that Brown and Fuller were
zawn wall facing Wen Slab. By now,
Spider's Web. It was a nice day, very
in wlten the big waves built up and forced them
however, Alcock's satisfied hints in the
calm and with no wind. We had trato escape up Archway. Photo: Joltn Cleare
pub had alerted Brown and Crew to the
versed across from Genuflex and Fred
Exit Chimney, Annihilator, Supercrack, fact that good routes were being found
had taken a stance in Archway. I had
Wonder wall and Swastika).
elsewhere and, on the same day that
climbed the first pitch of Spider's Web
On February 4, half-way through the Uhuru was climbed, the pair put up
and I was messing about on the second
Easter Island Gully explorations, Alcock Concrete Chimney, to give Wen Slab
pitch when I realized that we couldn't
teamed up with Gerry Rogan to probe its third route. To describe this climb now
communicate - the noise was too great.
lines of the flying buttress opposite Wen
as a chimney would be to misname it.
I started to traverse back and, when
Slab, where Brown and Crew had found
On the left side ol the slab, a rubble-filled
I reached the ar€te, the first of a whole
Thor. First they abseiled to the good seam splits the face from top to bottom,
lot of big waves was just coming in ledge at the foot of the buttress,then they only occasionally gaining sufficient depth
God knows what caused them, there
simply climbed straight back up the fine to be called a chimney. The route really
was no wind. Anyway, this one comchimney line they had just descended, skirts this, only using it for a stance and
pletely buried Fred the Ted. I almost
producing Trap. But better was to follow.
a short section at the start of the second
fell off laughing, saying, 'Never mind,
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ltbovet Rogan Alcock, Ingle (belaying), Howells
and l4thybrow pensive, while Crew (round the
corner) grabs Genuflex

Fred, I'll probably get wet next,' not
for one minute thinking that I would.
The traverse back to the ledges by
Genuflex was being buried by the waves,
so we went up Archway for fifty feet.
The plan was to abseil down to above
the waves and then rush across the
traverse when there was a lull. I started
to do this, but, when I was quite a long
way above the traverse, about thirty
feet, I saw a big wave coming in. By
the time I had realized just how big it
was, it was too late to do anything. It
came sailing into the zawn, right over
the top of me - I was completely soaked.
I went back up the chimney to Fred,
who'd been hit by the spray from the
wave. I said, 'We'll have to go straight
up and try and climb out. l'll just put
pegs in wherever I can.' I started off and
couldn't put anything in. I laybacked
round three little oveilaps, then got a
good runner and went round the corner
to start bringing Fred up. He took
absolutely ages, and was three times
under water - yet he must have been
fifty or sixty feet above sea level. I
couldn't understand how he managed to
take so long on a layback, but what
he'd done was fiddle little nuts in and
come all the way up on those, and I
couldn't get a bloody runner in!"
The incident clearly demonstrates the
fickle nature of the dangers of sea-cliff
climbing. With climbers less able than
Brown and Fuller, it could easily have
ended in disaster.
Brown was not to complete Spider's
Web until the following August, but it
turned out to be a really spectacular climb.
It was done with Crew. The pair gained a
superb stance right up in the arch of the
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roof. From there, Brown bridged up into
the dark, vault-like recessesof the arch,
with the lip he hoped to turn getting further
and further below him. When he was quite
high, he fixed a peg and suspendeda rope.
He next lowered himself on prusiks until
he was level with the lip. Crew then swung
him until he could reach across and get
himself wedged under the lip, which is a
ten foot overhang at this point. Then, still
suspended from the top-rope, Brown did
a sort of upside-down bridging move
under the overhang, to get a peg in. Using

this, he was able to swing into etriers and
complete the overhang in a more conventional artificial manner. Huge holds
gave access to a stance in a groove in the
wall above, and a straightforward pitch
up the wall on the right completed the
route. Spider's Web was one of Brown's
favourite climbs:
"I like climbs like Ormuzd and Spider's
Web - they're unique. A lot of thought
goes into them. You look at them and
'If
say,
such and such is there, I might
be able to do something else . . . and if
something else is there . . .' And when
you go and do it, and it all works out,
it's great."
The ascent of Spider's Web in August,
1968, marked the end of the first period of
exploration on the North Stack cliffs. A
few other routes had been done in the
interim. At the end of 1967, Doug Scott
and Brian Palmer had worked out their
gigantic aid route across the Parliament
House Cave roof below North Stack, and
Iater they had added Whip to the walls on
the left. Brown and Trevor Peck had
discovered a small route called Point
Blank, on the cliff to the right of the
Parliament House Cave zawn and, further
to the right, in the next one before the
Genuflex/Spider's Web area, Brown and
Alcock had added Mordor and Prom.
The next phase of North Stack exploration had to await the imagination of a new
generation of climbers, for, although good
routes had been discovered, even better
ones were to follow.
A
To be continuedin Mountain 58.
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Alec Sharp'ssecondarticleon the development
of the Gogarthseacliffs.
The Main Cliff- New Champions Appear
The remainder of 7967 saw a decline in the
dominance of Brown and Crew and their
friends and the emergence of Ed
Drummond* and the Holliwell brothers
as the Gogarth pace setters.
However, Brown and Crew had a few
scoresleft to settle. On February 26, Brown
and Rogan climbed Nightride, a short,
steepproblem between Heroin and Scavenger, and the scene of an epic rescue a lew
weeks earlier. On that occasion, Fuller,
Alcock and Rogan had been cut off by the
incoming tide, and had been forced to
bivouac on a ledge about fifty feet above
the normal sea level, with waves smashing
against the rock a few feet below them.
When they didn't appear in the Padarn
that evening, Brown led a rescueexpedition
out to Gogarth and got a rope down to
them. Nobody carried Jumars or Hiebeler
clamps, but Brown was very proficient
with Bachman knots and was soon able to
gain contact with the beleagueredclimbers.
They, however, were lessadept at prusiking
up static ropes, and they took all night to
get out on normal prusik knots, which continually tightened on the wet ropes. However, no one was any the worse for their
cold and wet adventure. The press got a
story, and climbers were reminded of the
potential complications of a rescue on the
main cliff.
New route activity now slackened off,
but Crew lrad one final line to do on the
main cliff. He had begun climbing with Ed
Drummond, who had moved to Wales to
become a student at Bangor. Drummond
was already responsiblefor a number of
fine routes on the cliffs of Avon Gorge and,
in just the same way that Crew had challenged Brown's pre-eminence in the past,
Drummond was now clearly seeking to
compete with Crew. Both of them knew it,
and both were eager to take up the challenge. First, Crew went to Avon Gorge,
*Ed Ward-Drummond. Up until 1970 Drummond used
the surnameof Ward-Drummond, but thereafterchanged
his name to Drummond.
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where he was treated to a day of hard
limestone climbing by Drummond. Then
Drummond came to Wales, where he was
introduced first to Mousetrap and Castell
Helen, and then to the cold grips of Great
Wall on Cloggy. He also made the second
ascent of The Boldest. But the big test
came on Mammoth, a climb that Crew had
long coveted, and which he knew had the
size and seriousnessto tax Drummond's
experienceto the limit. Brown had tried it
the previous day, and Crew was as always
keen to compete. Crew led the first pitch,
passing the overhangs with several points
of aid (two still remain) and moving
boldly up the wall above, just as a cloudburst threatened. The skies darkened and
there was just time for Drummond to
come up before the rain began. Crew
recalls:
"It was really very funny to see
Drummond coming up the first pitch of
Mammoth and landing on the ledge,
looking like a lobster, his face purple
'Great, l've got
with effort. I thought,
you here, matey.' "
They abseiledoffas the rain began, but the
following day they were back. They regained
their high-point by climbing the first section of Pentathol and traversing across.
Drummond was pointed at the second
pitch, but his style was slow and precise,
the antithesis of the ruthless war of attrition
that Crew waged with the rock. Impatiently,
Crew called Drummond down, and then
proceeded to demolish the pitch.
But, although Crew undoubtedly won
this encounter, it was to be his last major
route on Gogarth, whereas Drummond
was only just starting. Drummond is a very
controversial character in the climbing
scene,a person either loved or hated, most
often the latter. At this period he remained
somewhat aloof from the rest of the good
climbers, becoming almost a climbing
recluse, and never got the rough edges
rounded off him. Mammoth was done
partly to celebrate his arrival in Wales, but

thereafter his aloofness and his different
attitude towards training, drinking and
smoking (Crew and his friends drank,
smoked and never trained) came to make
him something ola joke figure an.rongstthe
other good climbers of the time. As a result, his new routes in Wales also came to
be regarded as jokes, and it was some time
before they were accepted as being as good
as they are. The acceptance came partly
becausethe next wave of climbers had little
contact with Drummond himself, and took
his climbs at face value. ln fact, Drummond
has a superb eye for a line, and routes such
as Dream of White Horses. T. Rex. Strand
and The Moon stand in testimony to this.
At the time when Mammoth was done,
however. his own first new route on Gogarth was half a year ahead.
The week after Mammoth was climbed,
Brown and McNaught Davis had an incredible weekend, climbing Primate,
Wrangler, Hombre and Praetor in two days.
The first three are all very hard: Primate
takes a loose, overhanging ar€te in Mousetrap Zawn, Wrangler takes a wide, overhanging crack, and Hombre a long, vertical
crack. Brown comments:
"Pete thought I was really gripped up
about his getting Mammoth. I probably
had some feelings, but they weren't very
strong ones. It was the weekend afterwards that I did those four routes with
Mac in two days, and Pete thought this
was my way ol getting my own back, but
it wasn't".
The motivation for doing so much probably
came from McNaught Davis, who was up
for the weekend, but it is still impressive
that Brown had enough nervous energy to
manage it all. He is typically matter-of-fact
about the whole thing:
"When we found Easter Island Gully,
there were two occasions on which we
did three routes in a day there. Mind you,
they weren't as hard as these others, but
it was just chance whether two climbs
were going to be harder than two others.
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You don't just go and think, ,Well.
they're going to be hard buggers,so we'll
do these two today and those two
tomorrow'. "
This is the real strength behind Brown's
climbing - his ability to do one new route
after another, without frightening himself
and without using up vast quantities of
nervous energy. Hejust treats everything in
a very matter-of-fact way - the perfect
climbing machine almost.
While all this activity had been taking
place on the main cliff, the Central park
Wall had been breached by two more new
routes. Frank Cannings, a Devon/Cornwall
expert, who was also studying at Bangor
University, climbed Times Square with
Dave Peers. This was a fairly straightforward line between Central park and
Fifth Avenue. About a month later, Geoff
Cram, with Mike and Judy yates, added
Doomsville to the left of the wall. The
climbing of these two lines served merely
to emphasizethe yawning gap of unclimbed
rock, split by two obvious crack lines,lying
to the left of Central Park. These were really
fine lines that everyone had seen, but there
was a general feeling that they should be
done free and, as they looked rather hard,
they had been left alone.
Only one more route was added to the
Main CIiff during the summer months:
Brown, Rogan and Al Wright put up
Mulatto, a short HVS on the right wall of
Hustler. lt was not until October that
exploralionsbegan again in earnest.
On South Stack there were several discoveries,all of them minor, with the notable
exception of the first major route on the
Left Hand Red Wall (the name given to the
blank cliff left of the Television Route).
Unlike the right section of the cliff, this
wall offered very few feasible lines. There
was a slanting crack line on the right side
that was later to be utilized by Pagan and
Deygo, and a slight weaknesshigh on the
left side. Crew and Brown abseiled down
this sectionof the cliff, to try and work out
a route. Crew recalls:
"On the second or third occasion, we
actually drilled a hole and put a peg in
it. There was what we thought was a tenfoot, completely blank section, and the
old man drilled a hole with a star drill
and put a channel peg in. When we came
round to doing it, I psychedout on the
first pitch and he led it, then he psyched
out on the second pitch and I led it".
Henry Barber later led the clinlb completely
free.
But the real thrust of the autumn explorations of 1967was on the Upper Tier where
nine new routes were discovered. The
straight crack up the centre of the Central
Park Wall exerted its pull on Drummond,
who climbed it in shorts on a bitter October
day. Even now the climb is somewhat loose,
so the first ascent must have been a tour de
force. Drummond evidently thought so, becausehe graded it XS, 6b, and proclaimed

in typical Drummond fashion that it would
not be repeated for twenty years. Whether
this was a ploy to ensure the route's instant
popularity, or whether it was just a matter
of arrogance, it is difficult to say. The
exotic route description, combined with the
fact that Drummond had climbed in shorts
in poor weather (shorts lvere a rare sight in
Wales in the 'sixties) and had thus had to
use more aid and aided rests than might
otherwise have been necessary,all helped
to enrage the regular habitu6s. The climb
was repeatedwithin a few weeks by Richard
McHardy, with just one point of aid. Although Drummond was on that occasion
being typically rash in his claims, his early
ascentof Strand did demonstratehis ability
to spot and tackle the big classicunclimbed
lines. In 1976, Strand had its first solo
ascent,on sight, by Henry Barber. Although
Barber was thoroughly briefed as to the
nature and whereaboutsofthe holds, it was
neverthelessa remarkable feat.
On the day that Strand was first ascended,
two brothers from London, Lawrie and Les
Holliwell, climbed the first of a long series
of new routes on Gogarth. After hearing
tales about the cliff, the brothers visited it,
climbed Gogarth and found the whole place
absolutely gripping. Later, it was natural
that Lawrie's drive for new routes, allied
with his great ability and strength, should
produce many hard climbs. The first was
Yellow Scar, a loose and physically repellent climb on the upper tier, taking a line
on the right of a huge rockfall scar. The
upper section of the route later fell down,
but was reclimbed by Lawrie and Malcolm
Howells. Lawrie and Dave Mossman later
did another climb here, called Sceptic, but
a few weeks afterwards the whole route fell
down. Holliwell was so annoyed about it,
as the route had been very hard and serious,
that he even argued with Crew that the
climb should be included in the forthcoming guide. The Holliwells were in fact
extremely efficient about publicizing their
new routes - not in the sense of boasting
about how good or how hard they were,
but rather in the desireto have them written
up soon after the ascents were done, and
the descriptions sent off. Such eliciency is
commonplace now, but it was novel at the
time, as Crew remarks:
"Most people doing new routes tended
to be pretty lackadaisicalabout writing
them up, and it was only if they had
someone chasing them for a guide that
they would bother to write. But the
Holliwells used to write their routes up
every weekend and send off reams of
duplicated copies to every climbing
editor in the country!"
The brothers climbed another four new
Right: The crux ramp on Doonsville. Strand
takes the slender, straight crack on the right,
and Park Lane follows the more broken cracks
leading up to the belayer. The Park Lanef
Doontsville link-up forms a worthwhile climb.
Photonrontage : Ken Wilson
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routes before the end of the year, one o1'
them, Park Lane, being a curving line to
the left of Strand. Leo Dickinson was
present taking photographs during this ascent, and his shot of Lawrie climbing a big
flake on the first pitch must rate as one of
the best first ascentphotographs ever taken,
and it certainly helped to make Park Lane
a popular climb. Another of their routes
was U.F.O., which they climbed the day
after they had written their car off by
hitting a patch ol black ice at high speed.
The otl.rer two important clirnbs of the
year were Transatlantic Crossing and The
Big Overhang. The latter is an aid route
across the huge Parliament House Cave
roof at North Stack, and it was climbed
over a period of several weekends by Scott
and Palmer. Until recently, it was the only
big aid route in Wales, but it now has a
companion route in Black Rod. Transatlantic Crossing is a girdle of the Central Park
Wall, created by Drurnmond and Sirnon
Brown. It is an interestingroute, involving
a big pendulum, but it is nowhere near the
6a, 6a grade given it by Drummond. Since
the first ascent, a large pinnacle has fallen
down, leaving a dirty groove which is now
the most difficult sectionof the route. Hank
Pasquill and I rr-radethe first ascent after
this, and Hank fell off while trying to lead
the groove, when the only reasonably sized
hold came away. Leicester climber Mike
Brady was lesslucky, though, when he later
fell off the groove and broke an ankle.
By now the paceofexploration had really
slowed, and the first three months of 1968
saw no new routes. A few minor climbs
were done on the isolated buttresses at
North Stack, in April, but thesewere completely overshadowed by the ascent of
Deygo by Tom Proctor and Geoff Birtles.
Deygo takes a slanting line on the extremely
steep wall rising out of the deep and forbidding zawn below Left Hand Red Wall,
and at the time it was perhaps the most
difficult route at Gogarth. Crew had
consideredit:
"I never entertained the idea seriously
enough to try it, becauseone was looking
at it in the context of Red Wall, knorving
how difficult it was to get protection. In
fact, that was exactly the problem that
Tom had".
Each pitch of Deygo was climbed on a
separateday, and the route used four points
of aid, including a pendulum from a stake
that had been placed by abseil. The whole
route was climbed free in 1973, by Ron
Fawcett and John Heseltrne.
In May, Howells and Mike Kosterlitz
girdled Mousetrap zawn, and in July the
Holliwells climbed Hypodermic, a major
new discovery on the main cliff:
"We did it on a paralysingly hot day after one pitch we were both ready to
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Left: Dick Isherwood on the first pitch oJ what
v,as later to become Deygo. Spooky and poorlv
protected, this pitch has since Jrightened o;t'J
several leaders. Photo: Kcn Wilson

abseil off, we felt so horrible. We sat
there for about two hours. because the
tide was against us and we didn't want
to get wet. When the sun started to go
down we felt a bit better, and decided
to get the hell out. Lawrie was still for
going down, but I went up and had a try
and put that peg in. Then Lawrie tried
the pitch and carried on, becausewe both
felt much better. We didn't think it was
all that good a route, but people now
tend to say that it's very good."
The Holliwells also added two more
routes to the Easter Island Gully cliffs in
December, 1968. These were Gazebo and
Drag, the former being climbed with Dave
Mossman.
A Dream of White Horses and Citadel
After Hypodermic, there were four other
ascents that year, all of them major new
routes of considerable importance. The
first was Spider's Web, Brown and Crew's
unique route at North Stack. The next two,
both in Wen Zawn, were the work of Ed
Drummond, the first of a seriesof five new
routes in the zawn with which he was involved. A Dream of White Horses was
climbed over a period of two days with
Dave Pearce, and it rapidly became a
classic.It is now perhaps the most popular
route of its grade in Wales. Drummond
graded it HVS, but Crew upgraded it to
XS for the guide, perhaps because of the
preposterousfinal pitch, which finds its way
across a broken, hanging amphitheatre. lt
is the only Drummond route to have been
graded up, rather than down. Again, Leo
Dickinson took a really spectacular first
ascent photograph, which, combined with
the curious yet brilliant name that was
given to the route, ensured its instant
popularity. Later, when Royal Robbins
wrote an article on the route f or Hard Rock,
and the article was republished in the
American magazine, Mountain Gazette, the
climb became an established tourist stopover for visiting climbers. lt now enjoys a
degree of fame that is perhaps only surpassedby such timelessclassicsas Cenotaph
Corner or Central Buttress.
Drummond's second route was the delicate and difficult Quartz lcicle, which
follows the thin quartz seam between Concrete Chimney and Wen. It was climbed
with Ben Campbell Kelly. Although it was
good, the climb was later greatly improved
by Drummond, when he added his Diamond finish.
The final and most important route of
the year was on the steepest part of the
central section of the main cliff. The Citadel, as it was called, had been started earlier
in the year by Jack Street and Geoff
Birtles, but it was finally completed in midNovember by Street and Gordon Hibberd.
Citadel took a stupendous line up the big
impending wall to the left of Mammoth.
When the Central Wall was first opened up,
Dinosaur was regarded as the big central
route. Then climbers began to think that it
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avoided the difficulties of the wall, and so
Mammoth was seen as the big central
route. When Mammoth was done, eyes
were cast on the line of Citadel, which came
to be regarded as the true solution, and its
ascent became a major prize. lt was tried
by Crew at one stage:
"Just looking at Citadet used to frighten
us - thinking about hanging from those
overhanging flakes. I tried it once with
Mac. It was in the middle of one summer,
and we setoffto Gogarth on an incredibly
hot day, carrying sacks full ol pegging

Left: The dificult
Irayerse on Transatlantic
Crossittg, the spectttt'ular Cirdlc of the Ccntral
Park lltall. South Stack Lighthouse is in the
backgrounrt. Photo: Leo Dickinson

gear. We were literally going to peg our
way up the wall. I remer.nber
going about
ten feet up the climb and getting no
further, thinking, 'Christ! we must be
absolutely borrkers'."
The actual ascent of the route was very
controversial. A prior abseil was made
down the top pitch, and aluminium dtrier
rungs were hamr-neredinto the crack from
.1 I

the abseilrope. Therewas a certain amount
of resentmentabout this at the time, the
feeling being that if so many pegs were
needed,the climb should havebeendone as
an aid route from the bottom, and if they
weren't neededthey should not have been
put in. The generalattitude at the time was
certainly that Street had cheated on the
route and stolena prize that did not belong
to him. The climb was written up with nine
points of aid, but these were gradually
whittled down until, in1976, Pat Littlejohn
climbed the top pitch completelyfree, and
usedonly onepegto surmountthe overhang
on the first pitch. In 1977that was finally
eliminated by Ron Fawcett. Citadel was
thereby brought to maturity as one of the
finest climbs in Wales.
By the end of 1968 evidencehad been
gathered which suggested that several
previously reported routes had in fact
never beenclimbed.Thus broke one of the
big scandalsof the climbing world, and the
story even made the national press (see
box).
Four of the routes that wereclaimed on
Gogarth all took difficult lineson the Upper
Tier. All were said to have been climbed
free, and all have since been climbed with
points of aid. Tam Dubh was eventually
climbed by Alec Sharp and SteveHumphries, as The Eternal Optimist; Gael's Wall
fell to Drummond asAfreet Street:A'Bhasteir took the line of Holliwell's Yellow
Scar; and Heilanmanwasdoneby Holliwell

and Mossman as Sceptic.Scepticwas the
route that fell down shortly after the fust
ascent,and somewagshave suggestedthat
the mythical seconds,Mclean, Martin and
Irvine, were actually standing below, looking up, as the rockfall happened,and that
they now lie buried under the rubble,
destinednever to reveal their secretsto the
climbingworld.
Perygl, Wonderwall and Mantrap
The first two important ascentsof 1969
were once again the work of Drummond.
First he ascendedGael's Wall, using three
points of direct aid and a resting sling, and
renaming the climb Afreet Street. The
crack is so rounded and overhangingthat
all the direct aid is still needed.Drummond
then went on to complete The Horizon,
which he had been working at with Ben
Campbell-Kelly for several months. This
route, which had taken five days of climbing in all, was a very long and sustained
girdle of the left-hand section of the Main
Clifl together with all of Easter Island
Gully from Syringeto Ormuzd. Sincethen
the climb has beendone in a day, and has
had the aid reducedfrom six pointsto three.
The Brown/Crew team also turned to the
cliffs onceagain,this time producingPerygl,
a superbly positioned route which takes a
flake crack up the left side of Yellow Wall.
Five points of aid wereused,three to climb
a short groove. Brown thinks little of the
route: "lt was spoiledby having to climb
about l5ft. just on pegs;there'sthree peg

The Great Gogarth Hoax

down Gael's Wall. The crack appeared
completely holdless and smooth, and this,
combined with its tremendous steepness,
convinced Crew that the climb would be
quite impossible to do free, as Mr. X had
claimed. It therefore seemed that Mr. X
was lying. This opinion was reinforced
when it was revealed that on the day when
Mr. X was supposed to have climbed
Gael's Wall, the Holliwell brothers had
been putting up Park Lane, a climb that
commands a grandstand view of Gael's
Wall. At this point the story is taken up by
Ken Wilson, who at that time had just
become editor of Mountain Craft, and was
in the process of changing it to Mountain:

The man at the centre of the great new
route hoax was a climber from the Midlands who we shall refer to as 'Mr. X'. He
had reported in the C.C.'s New Climbs
Bulletin a total offour routes on the upper
tier. However, no one could confum the
routes,and Mr. X's second,oneJ. Mclean,
could not be identified.Mr. X also claimed
routes in other areas, but these were less
important and would have probably
beenacceptedhad he not also claimed the
Gogarth routes. Such was the attention
focused on Gogarth at the time that
suspicionswere rapidly aroused.The two
routes of major concern were Gael's Wall
and A'Bhasteir. both claimed in 1967.
Shortly after the latter route was supposed
to have been climbed, the Holliwell
brothers climbed their Yellow Scar. They
were surprisedto hear of Mr. X's claim,
as the two routes were almost identical
and they had to do considerablegardening
to get their route into condition. Les
Holliwell wrote to Mr. X askingfor greater
details of his route, and received an extremely detailed reply. This turned out to
be one of Mr. X's strongestpoints: he
could give very detailed descriptions of
routes that he appearedonly to have seen
from below. Suspicionsmounted though,
and were confirmed when Crew abseiled

"Urgent enquiries were made among Mr.
X's fellow club members. all of whom
were middle-grade climbers and thus in
no position to gauge the importance of
the routes Mr. X had claimed. When it
turned out that none of them had ever
seen Mr. X lead a hard climb, that no
one had ever met his three reported
companions, Mclean, Martin and Irvine,
and that the routes claimed had nearly
all been done mid-week, when the club
was not in Wales, it became clear to the
investigators (Crew, Al Harris, Les
Holliwell and myself) that a major hoax
had been discovered. A letter was sent to
Mr. X, asking him to provide the addresses of his supposed companions, so that

Above: AIan Rouse on the crux of llonderwall,
turning the overhang. Photo: Leo Dickinson

the routes could be confirmed, but no
addresses were forthcoming. The main
problem was that the New Climbs Bulletin of that year had just been published,
and it was full of Mr. X's bogus route
descriptions. There was clearly a safety
element involved. and climbers had to be
alerted quickly so that the routes would
be treated with caution. The editor of the
New Climbs Bulletin was reluctant to
publish a correction. He carried out a
written exchange with Mr. X, to try and
clear the matter up, but soon even he had
to admit that the evidence was overwhelming. A cautionary notice was published in the main climbing magazines,
naming twenty-nine suspect routes.
Throughout all this, Mr. X claimed that
he was telling the truth and threatened
Iegal action against anyone who said that
he wasn't. Following publication of the
correction notice, instead of receding
gracefully into the private labyrinths of
his own fantasy, Mr. X continued to
invite criticism by publishing and selling
his own interim guidebooks, which contained some of his routes. His fellow
club members responded by publishing
a disclaimer in Mountain, making it clear
that they did not support this move.
But something had to be done to bring
the whole thing into the open more
clearly, and Peter Gilman of the Sunday
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moves, one after the other, and I thought it
was a waste of time because of that. I
certainly couldn't recommend it as a climb".
Littlejohn reduced the aid to two pegs on
the second ascent, and a later ascent
reduced it to one.
In the same month, Lawrie Holliwell
climbed Wonderwall with Dave Potts. This
extremely steep and intimidating pitch has
an overhang at half-height, which Holliwell
found very hard. Potts reports on the climb
as follows:
"As I recall, the recent wave of desperate
routes hadn't started then, and Lawrie
was undeniably one of the best climbers
around. He pissed up to the roof, and
then, before resorting to aid in the overhanging groove, he moved about six to
ten feet right and simply tried to climb
the thing free. It looked preposterous to
me: it wasn't as though he was making
for anything, just more overhanging
rock. I was very impressed: he got right
out to the lip before jacking it in. The
point of this is that he was quite prepared
to try anything. That doesn't sound
much now, but it astonished me then".
Wonderwall accumulated quite a reputation, due to the adventures of those who
made the early repeats. Les Holliwell failed
twice on the route, and Dave Pearce took a
spectacular fall from the crux on his first
attempt. Hank Pasquill and I finally did the
route free on the fifth ascent. We were able
to avoid using the aid by moving right at
Times was informed, it being felt that a
big newspapei would have the resources
to fight any legal battles that might
develop. The paper published a generally neutral article, but the overall impression was clear enough, and nothing
has been heard of Mr. X in the climbing
world since.
Bringing in a national newspaper to clear
up what was essentially a domestic climbing problem was a move that was widely
criticized by many climbers, who were
unaware of the legal threats that were
being made. Rocksport ran a highly
critical editorial, condemning Crew, Gilman and myself for washing dirty linen
in public, and also making the quite
Iudicrous suggestion that the whole
Sunday Times article had been a sort of
publicity stunt for Mountain. However,
after the complexities of the case had
been explained to them, the editors of
Rocksport withdrew some of their more
extreme assert.ions.
Nevertheless, there was a considerable
controversy raging in the climbing
world, and miny climbers felt that Mr.
X should have been left unchallenged and
that it was unreasonable to make a public example of someone who may possibly
have been suffering from some form of
mental illness, just for writing up bogus
routes. The alternative view was that

the overhang, as Holliwell had originally
attemptedto do.
The Holliwell brothersreturned a month
later, adding Swastika to Easter Island
Gully and Igdrazilto the steepwall opposite
Wen Slab. On South Stack, Lawrie added
the impressive Mantrap to Mousetrap
Zawn. Mantrap takes an overhanging
chimney,parallel to Mousetrap and above
the main stanceof Bedlam.Lawrie attempted the route first with his brother, but later
teamed up with Dick Isherwood to make
the successfulascent.Isherwood had also
tried theroute previously.The pair expected
it to be very hard, but Holliwell found that
once he had gained the chimney he was in
complete control. Moreover, once out of
the chimney,he found himself on a magnificent wall of hard red rock, with small but
adequate holds, and the route was completed by a rising traverseacrossthis wall
to rejoin Bedlam.
Nine out of the eleven routes climbed
betweenmid-April and August featured at
least one of the Holliwells. The main exception was the girdle of Left Hand Red
Wall by Brown and Crew.
The T. Rex Ascent
Probably the most important ascentof this
period was that of Tyrannosaurus Rex,
which soon came to be known as T. Rex.
This powerful line at the back of Wen Zawn
had previously been attempted by several
climbers, including Rouse. It starts with a
fearsomecrack, overhangingin two direc-

ltbove: The bogus routes on Gogarth' s (Ipper Tier
(marked in dotted lines). Left to right: Tam
Dubh,2. Gael's Wall,3. Golden Fleece (reported,
but never published),4. Heilanman, 5. A'Bhasteir. Another route that was claimed was Pffin
Direct. The solid lines are the genuine climbs
that existed at that time : I . Bezel, Fail Safe, The
Ramp, Gauntlet, Yellow Scar and Celidh.

the whole creditability of climbing recordswasat stake;ifsuch a blatant abuse
was left unchallenged, more subtle
hoaxesmight be perpetratedin order to
fool the system.Personally, I was torn
between both considerations, as too
were Les and Pete,though Al was more
determined.I also feared that Mountain

tions, and continues in a wide variety of
styles,making it one of the finestroutes on
the cliff. The climb was made under
Drummond's inspiration, and he and Dave
Pearce invited Lawrie Holliwell along,
although Holliwell thought the whole
thing wasrather a wasteof time asit looked
completelyimpossible.During the fust day,
Drummond climbed the opening pitch,
using two resting slings, and Holliwell led
through, across the hand traverse.Thereafter, Holliwell wasin a completelydifferent
frame of mind and was very excitedabout
the whole route. They returned the next
day, this time with Janet Rogers, and
abseileddown to the stanceafter the hand
traverse.From here, Pearceled up the next
pitch, and Holliwell finished up the final
loose wall, which was later to be the scene
of a 70ft. fall by Richard McHardy.
T. Rex was one of the climbs featured in
the television spectacular on Gogarth.
However, the film left out the impressive
first pitch. The televisedascent was done
by the Holliwell brothersand JanetRogers.
Unfortunately the most exciting part of the
climb, when Les pulled off a hold and took
a spectacularswing off the hand traverse,
missed the programme slot by thirty
seeonds.
Les Holliwell took another fall on a
small route called Salcus, on the Upper
Tier, left of Bezel. Having abseileddown
to cleanit, he led up to a small overhanging
nose, halfway up the flrst pitch. A rather

(which was very short of cash)might get
embroiled in a legal action just as it was
getting started, and all of us feared that
we might trigger offsome extrememental
reaction from Mr. X. In the end the
Sunday Times article was probably the
best way out and, with Gilman, we were
at least assured of a sensitive reporter
who would do the job properly without
undue sensationalism.So, on balance,I
think the matter was handled as well as
it could have been,and Mr. X was warned off without, apparently, any unduly
harmful repercussions".
A

committing undercut layback move was
required to get round the overhang to the
left. Just as he was making this move, the
entire overhang broke off, and Holliwell
took the plunge, but once again his luck
was in and he came to no harm.
Brown and Crew: One Last Route
August marked the end of the Brown/Crew
era. Their last route was on Red Wall, and
it was one of the few occasions when Brown
nearly came off:
"We abseiled down Red Haze to get rid
of some of the loose rock and look for
runner placements.Coming up again, we
climbed to within about 40ft. of the top,
where there was a really good place for
a peg. I was thinking, 'I don't really need
that, but there's no other good runner,
so I'11put the bugger in', so I put this peg
in. The climbing's all right at that point,
so I climbed up about l5ft., and was just
swinging from one big side-pull to
another, when my last hold fell off. It
wasn't a flake, it was the corner of an
ar6te. Luckily the rope-drag through the
peg behind me stopped me swinging off;
if I hadn't put it in, I'd have just gone
flying through the air".
Thus Brown, ever lucky, completed his
domination of Gogarth. He had taken part
in forty-eight first ascents. Crew had been
involved in almost the same number, but
towards the end of this era he had been
playing second fiddle to Brown. It seems
unlikely that two people will ever again
dominate a major cliff in the way that
Brown and Crew did, particularly with so
many other experienced climbers close at
hand.
On the penultimate day of August, 1969,
Drummond
and Ben Campbell-Kelly
climbed The Bluebottle, a form of direct
finish to Spider's Web, and Dave Alcock
and Mo Anthoine pegged their way across
the roofs to the right of Castell Helen,
producing Obelisk.
A week later, John Gosling and his
friends from the Black and Tans added a
serious new route between Gogarth and
Rat Race. There were oddities about the
ascent of Falls Road: the top pitch is loose
and very serious,and Gosling was obviously climbing well, and yet on the second
pitch he used three aid slings to climb a
crack which goes free with no great technical difficulty, although it is quite strenuous. Nevertheless, the route acquired a
reputation for seriousness,which was enhanced by the falls of Rouse and Bill
Lounds from the final crack. Rouse escaped unhurt, but Lounds was not so
lucky and sustained head injuries. The
second ascent was made by Ray Evans and
Chris Rogers, who dispensed with all the
aid, except for one peg to enter the final
crack; this, too, was later missed out by
Pete Livesey.
Gosling and friends also added three
routes to the North Stack quarries, but
these are rarely repeated. The atmosphere
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in the quarries has little to offer, and the
whole place is all too obviously unsound.
The'Seventies
Matters rested thus until February, 1970,
when Drummond
and Campbell-Kelly
added yet another route to Red Wall,
naming it A Brown Study. Drummond
consideredthe first pitch to be unrelentingly
serious, but later ascensionistshave tended
to disagree, and the route is now thought
to be no harder than any of the others on
Red Wall. Drummond and Campbell-Kelly
later completed their explorations in this
area by adding a girdle to the wall. The
Maze, as it was called, was climbed over
two weekends in May and June.
In the interim, Terry Taylor found three
small lines between Wen Zawn and North
Stack, Clifl Phillips and Nigel Horne
climbed an extremely loose route at North

Above:, Lawrie llolliwell
on the first pitch of
T.Rex, just after the layback, just before the
hand-traverse. Games Climbers Play takes the
wall on the risht. Photo: John Cleare

Stack after several attempts, and Dave
Durkan began a series of routes on the
cliffs. Phillips' route was aptly named Wall
of Horrors; due to its looseness, several
days were spent cleaning it, and several
points of aid were used. Durkan climbed
ten routes between May and the end of the
year. Notable among them were Sunstroke,
a companion route to Diogenes, The Nod,
an aid route up a thin crack to the right of
Winking Crack, and Star of the Sea, which
took a line up the outside of the chimney
of The Trap. During the same period,
Campbell-Kelly
and Ferguson put up
Annie's Arch, a girdle line on the cliffs to
the left of, and above, Spider's Web. Terry

Taylor got lost while attempting Mulatto;
climbing directly up the wall instead of
gainingthe ar€te, he inadvertently put up
Mestizo, but didn't bother to write the
routeup. Later, Ray Evansmade the same
mistake and, in the belief that he had
createda new route, named it Powerit.
The last two routes of note that year
wereboth put up in Wen Zawn: Zeus, by
the Holliwell brothers, and Games ClimbersPIay, by Drummond and Pearce.Zeus
takesa line up the steepslab on the right of
Wen, giving some very thin climbing. The
brothershad planned this route during the
televisionspectacular,and they climbed it
a few days later. Games Climbers Play
starts up an extremely steep wall to the
right of T. Rex. Pearceattempted to lead
the first pitch free, but was forced to use
skyhooksto rest; eventually the skyhook
placementsbecamemore frequent than the
free moves, and the pitch turned into an
aid pitch. Drummond led the next pitch,
whichinvolved a huge pendulum on to the
wall on the left; the wall was then climbed
to a finish along the traverse of A Dream

Accidentson Gogarth
1972AND 1973SAW Gogarth's first fatal
accidents.The cliff had stayed relatively
accident-free
during the first few yearsof its
development.There had beensomespectacularfalls. but few of thesehad resultedin
seriousinjury, which wasjust as well as the
complicationsof a stretcher rescue from
someparts of the cliff were frightening to
contemplate.Indeed, it was probably this
obviousseriousness,coupled with the fact
that most of the early Gogarth climbers
were very experienced,that helped keep
accidentsto a minimum. The steepnessof
the cliff also helped, as falling climbers
inevitablyhit air rather than rock.
The first fatality occurred in 1972,when
Wilf Tauber fell to his death while trying to
soloBezelon the Upper Tier. There was a
big sea running at the time, and Tauber
cartwheeleddown the steep slopes below
the route and was swept away in the tidal
currents.His body was found miles away
someweekslater.
In the following year there was a second
fatality, with particularly disturbing overtones.The accident occurred on Spider's
Web, a climb that had gained much
notorietyafter the televisionprogrammein
1970.The climbersinvolved.Robert Brown
(17)and Arnis Strapcans(16), were very
young, very fit and very inexperienced.
Strapcans
sentthis accountof the accident:
"We had both climbed on parts of
Gogarthbefore,but this wasthe first time
we had experiencedthe degreeof commitment and seriousnessinvolved in a
climb like Spider'sWeb. We had doneno
more than a handful of HVS climbs and
the odd Extreme,but we were persuaded
to try the route by virtue of our confidencein the technical expertiseand fit-

of White Horses. So much aid had been
used that the route had becomesomething
of a joke, which was what prompted the
pair to give it its light-heartedtitle.
After 1970, the number of new routes
climbed each year was drastically reduced,
although the degreeof difficulty and quality
was maintained.Indeed, the proportion of
good routes probably increased,as the remaining lines were generallyof great technical interestand impressivelysituated.
Positron
1971 openedwith what was then, and indeed still is, one of the most impressive
routes on the cliffs - Positron. It was
createdby Alan Rouse, who was then the
most exciting rock climber active in North
Wales. Solo ascents of The Beatnik at
Helsby,and Cloggy'sBoldest,togetherwith
a new route to the left of The Boldest,had
formed the basis of his meteoric rise to
fame, and for a while he was acknowledged
as the most brilliant climber in the country.
He held advancedviews for his time, believing that anything was climbable, and it
wasthis that wasresoonsiblefor his sreatest
nesswe had gainedon our local climbing
wall. After passingthe roof, I had mistakenly taken a stanceoff-route, above
and to the left of the normal hanging
stancein the groovejust abovethe overhang.From this position the proper flnish
up a crack on the wall on the right was
not obvious, so I tried to force a direct
exit up the steep wall above. Rob was
belayedon dubiouspegs,sitting astridea
bossofrock.
"I had only climbed a short distanceup
that horrible wall, when the spikeholding
my only runner crumbled under my feet.
The suddenjerk broke my hand-holdsas
well, and I fell. The strain came on to
Rob, the pegs were plucked from the
crack and we both fell l00ft. into the sea.
We both remained conscious, but the
rough sea made swimming extremely
difficult and we were hampered by our
climbing equipmentand the heavywinter
clothing we were wearing. (Someidea of
the climbers'predicamentcan be gained
from the photo on p.34 of Mountain 57.
Ed.) We were oppositethe approachtraverse right of Genuflex, but every time
we tried to get on to the rock we were
dragged off again by the backwash.
Eventually Rob failed to resurfaceand I
was also on the point of giving in when
a freak wave threw me on to the rock
below Genuflex.
"I was quivering and near exhaustion,
vomiting violently. Eventually I got
securedand tried to rescueRob, who was
by now unconsciousand only surfacing
intermittently.I tried to pull him out, but
the ropeswere badly tangledand seemed
to be caughton underwaterrocks.Whichever way I tried I couldn't get his head
clearof the water,as his body would only
come out feet first, and then only for a

route, Positron. Although he used five
points of aid on the route, which is now
climbed free, Positron is still held in great
esteem.Malcolm Howells has this to say
about the climb:
"After Pagan,we felt ready for anything.
'Anything', on Angleseyin 1975,meant
Positron. It was agreedthat I would do
the first two pitches, leaving the real
nasty for Dave [Pearce].I was looking
forward to two pitchesof routine Angleseyhard climbing, but what a shockI was
in for. Those flrst two supposedlyreasonable pitches were desperate- much
harder than Pagan or indeed any other
route that I knew about on Anglesey.. .
"The secondpitch is O.K. until you have
to move down left and into a groove.
These moves are appalling - they stick
in the mind as a horror. Now it is Dave's
turn to work. He is in good spirits, looking forward to the battle. The rope goes
out - a pause- then comesrapidly back.
Dave reappears, looking amazed and
slightly nettled that the crag could do
this to him. Everything is apparently
short distance before the ropes came taut.
It was getting dark, so after about half an
hour ofeffort I gave up, secured the ropes,
said a prayer and soloed out to get help".
Strapcans subsequently collapsed at the
North Stack quarry, and only managed to
raise the alarm the following morning.
Rescuers found that the ropes had broken
and that Brown's body had been washed
away. It was found weeks later jammed
among the boulders in Wen Zawn.
Strapcans, who went on to become a very
forceful and able climber, has this to say
about the hard-won lessonsof the incident:
"It stands as a stern warning in this age
of climbing walls, when one can gain a
disproportionate level of technical ability,
without the accompanying rock sense
that is so essential for the big routes.
Technical ability must be accompanied
by a commensurate degree of real climbing experience, particularly if one is to
tackle serious sea cliffs like Gogarth.
Fitness and technical ability alone are
insufficient when one is faced with loose
rock situations and the problems of
runner placement, safe belaying and complex route-finding".
It is also worth noting the potential dangers of television climbing spectaculars, if
the problems of climbing are not sufficiently
stressed by those involved.
Gogarth remains a cliff that demands a
very high level of technical expertise, and
one that it is unwise to tackle without a
high degree of competence in safe belaying,
abseiling and prusiking. Even then it is well
to avoid courting a serious accident, particularly when rough seas are running. A
rescue on Gogarth would be infinitely more
complex and time-consuming than one on

Cloggy, for example.
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Above: Cftrrs Dale secondingthe big pitch of
Positron during the rtrst ascent of Ordinary
Route.Photo: Alec Sharo
even nastier than expected; sustained
desperate climbing, with no possibility
of a rest. Dave's power, which usually
makes even hardened Frodsham men
blench a little, seemsto be wilting. We
go down - we've lost this battle".
Rouse had some adventures on his ascent. He originally attempted to climb the
large and obvious corner between Dinosaur and Rat Race, but found it too unprotected to be worth serious consideration, so he started up the steep wall to the
immediate left of Rat Race. On the second
pitch he used a sling to stand in. Then,
finding the rock above somewhat tricky, he
36

stepped back into the sling and promptly
fell off with his foot in the sling. Having
completed that pitch (with Pete Minks), he
then launched up the crux third pitch.
Here, he became totally committed, unable to rem()ve either hand from the rock.
There was a possible nut placement in
front, but he was unable even to reach for
a nut to use. A1l he could do was uncurl his
fingers and drop. Although annoyed at his
failure, Rouse was prepared to make do
with a new direct start to Rat Race, but an
evening in the Padarn mellowed thememory
of that third pitch, and he and Minks returned the next day, traversing in to the
stance. Rouse set off again, armed with a
Moac between his teeth, and this time he
was able to place it. Then, having used it

as a resting point, he was able to continue
up and join Dinosaur at the top. Minks
treated the whole thing as a joke, and
prusiked up to Rouse with a transistor
blaring at his waist.
Hank Pasquill and I made the second
ascent, and we managed to reduce the aid
to one resting sling on the third pitch. This
was later eliminated during the first ascent
of Ordinary Route. The first on-sight free
lead of the route was eventually accomplished by Ron Fawcett and Chris Gibb.
That year, Martin Boysen was climbing
well, as usual, and, besides making a new
direct line up Great Slab on Cloggy, he
also forced a very hard route on the Upper
Tier. The climb, which was made with Dave
Alcock in May, took a line of long pockets
to the left of Winking Crack. Having gained
the top of the pockets, Boysen found his
way blocked by a blank wall. He used a
very dubious peg to place a higher one, and
to this he attached a long sling, so that he
could use the top peg without the bottom
one. He was then able to reach more
pockets, and complete the pitch. The second
pitch again involved hard climbing, and
Boysen took a long time over it. But
eventually the climb was done, and then
came the problem of naming it. Dave
Alcock explains:
"It was at the time when Drummond
was changing the style of climbing names,
and introducing the longer and perhaps
more poetic name. We thought we would
try and make the name longer than the
description, but without giving a less
than accurate description we couldn't
manage it, even with a name like, 'Fifteen
Men on a Dead Man's Chest, Yo-ho-ho
and a Bottle of Rum: Drink and the
Devil Have Done for the Rest, Yo-ho-ho,
etc . . ."'
The Ray Evans Routes
It was in June of that year that Ray Evans
made his first contribution to the cliffs. He
and Chris Rogers had just made the second
ascent of Fall's Road and were in good
form. Evans was critical of the line taken
by Fall's Road to reach the big crack on
the last pitch; in his opinion, the more
obvious way was the groove line leading up
from the start of the Rat Race traverse, so
he went to do it with Rogers. The groove
is extremely steep, with a bulge at the top,
and Evans was forced to use a sling to rest
at this point. The second pitch, which
crossesa short slab to the top of the chimney
of Rat Race, has since stopped several
strong leaders. Like Minks on Positron,
Rogers was seconding with a radio, and
one of the records played that day was
'Bubbly's
Situation Blues', which gave the
climb its name.
Evans is a mysterious figure in recent
climbing history. A climber of exceptional
talent, calculating and totally rational, with
an eye for a line and the ability to think big,
he would have made a far greater mark on
the climbing scene had he been more

sociable and friendly. Living in Wales on
the dole for three years, he did little until
Chris Rogers took a year off from Manchester University and moved to Wales.
Rogers was keen, with great drive, and
when the two of them teamed up anything
was possible. Jelly Roll and Curving Ar6te
on Cloggy, and Bubbly's Situation Blues
and The Needle pay stark tribute to their
ability. Evans was one of the first climbers
in Britain to think in totally purist terms.
If he found himself unable to do a pitch
free, he would back off, while many other
top climbers would still use the odd sling
or peg. What a shame, then, that Evans
had so few friends in Wales, as he was
around at the time when many of the
biggest and best lines were being climbed
on Anglesey. He nevertheless acquired a
considerable reputation, not least for
climbing various desperatesin old R.A.F.
bendy boots. Furthermore his major routes
all gained a reputation for being ridiculously hard, and went unrepeated for some
years.
Evans's two other major routes on
Gogarth were climbed in May, 1973. When
he was climbing Hypodermic,
Evans
noticed that the crack on the second pitch
continued upwards, and he resolved to
climb it. On his first attempt he almost
reached the top, but a hard move and
growing tiredness put paid to the attempt,
so he reversed down. A week later he returned and climbed it, giving it the obvious
name of The Needle. His other route,
PuzzleMe Quick, had previously been tried
by Terrick Clare, who mistook it for Big
Groove. Clare, having climbed the technical crux, had realized his mistake and retreatedfrom a peg. Evans and Brian Wyvill
climbed the pitch, Evans removing Clare's
pegwhilst leading; they thereby created an
extremely hard and serious pitch, which
gavesome highly technical groove and wall
climbing.
Moon and Hysteresis
Returning now to 1971, two other major
climbs were added to South Stack in that
year.Ed Drummond solved the main challengeof the horriflc central part of Yellow
Wall, when he climbed The Moon with
Tony Barley. The Moon weaves an intricate
line through the walls, overhangs and slabs
of Yellow Wall, and is a testimony to
Drummond's vision and eye for a line. The
positions on the route are superb, or, as
Drummond put it: "The situations are
$rictly space walking". Barley had previously made the third ascent of Drummond's Great Ar6te on Llech Ddu, but he
found The Moon considerably harder, a
fact that was recorded in the description.
Dave Ivory and Ed Hart made the second
ascent(the leader taking a 2oft. fal1 off the
top pitch); they spoke highly of the route,
comparing it to an inescapable, giant-sized
Vector. John Allen, who was only fifteen
at the time, made the fourth ascent with
only one resting sling, and Brian Hall and I

removed the final aid point on the next
ascent.
The second major route in l97l was
Hysteresis, climbed by Lawrie Holliwell and
Barry Whybrow. The climb takes the large,
extremely impressive wall at the left of
Mousetrap Zawn. Whybrow has this to say
about it:
"The climbing on the first pitch was quite
technical and steep, and we used a rather
loose peg to surmount a final overhang
to gain the horizontal break. We returned
a few weeks later and abseiled to the
stance. Lawrie began to make a number
of sallies at the next pitch, all of which
failed.
"We never consciously decided to use
alien means to insert a peg, but it seemed
clear at the time that we wouldn't get on
to the wall without a peg, and we couldn't
find a suitable place to put one. On our
next attempt, we again abseiled down the
wall, this time carrying a star drill.
Lawrie again tried to climb the overhang
free, but with little success. He then
attempted to place a peg, but couldn't.
Eventually, we decided to drill a hole
and insert a small angle, but even this
was easier said than done. I had to lasso
the abseil rope, which was hanging 1Oft.
out, and pull it in to allow Lawrie to
clip a prusik in and so drill a hole and
place a peg. The rest of the pitch, though
sensational, had no extreme difficulties.
"Shortly before his death, [by abseil accident on Craig yr Ysfal Lawrie repeated
Hysteresis free and chopped the peg. We
had made a mistake, and Lawrie had
corrected it, or almost".
At about the time Hysteresis was climbed, Lawrie was busy attempting a steep line
to the left of Gauntlet. The route, Ziggurat,
is little known as only Holliwell completed
it. He finished in the dark but was unable
to find a belay so he had to be lowered off
his top runner.
Holliwell and Whybrow also added a
new girdle to Mousetrap Zawn in 1971,
and two rather aided routes were added to
the North Stack Zawns.
Littlejohn and Pagan
No new routes were climbed on Gogarth
in 1972, and only a handful appeared in
each of the following four years. In 1973,
Ray Evans added three routes, but the
outstanding climb of that year was Pagan,
put up on the Red Wall cliffs by Pat
Littlejohn and Andy Houghton. Pagan
takes an impossible looking line up the
steep blank wall between Left Hand Red
Wall and Deygo. Littlejohn recalls:
"Several months previously I abseiled
down the upper part of the face to look
around and to clean out the big flake
crack at the top ofPitch 2. From the end
of the abseil rope, which ran out at the
flake, I got only a vague impression of
the terrain below.
"A couple ofyears before, I had made an
ascent of Deygo and, though I really en-

joyed it, I didn't like the way the route
had originated - a day for each pitch,
considerable aid and prolific protection
pegs, despite abseil preparation. I wanted
Pagan to be a complete contrast, and
this mode of thinking nearly got me into
trouble on the main pitch. Above the
stance of Deygo, you climb 25ft., with
one poor spike runner, to gain a sort of
shelf where you can rest. I got a small
wire runner in above my head then made
some quite hard moves up on to a wall.
I carried on for a while, before realizing
that the difficulties weren't going to end
so soon, and that I should have got better
protection. I reversed, until I was just
above the wire, which seemed to be
lifting out, then found that I hadn't the
strength to reverse any further. I yelled
to my second to pull, then stepped down
on to the climbing rope, in the dip
formed between my waist and the runner.
The runner held, and the technique has
got me out of trouble since, but if the
runner had pulled out it would have
meant a hell of a fall. Back at the shelf, I
walloped in a thick chromolly peg, and
things went more smoothly afterwards".
This was Littlejohn demonstrating his
powers to the outside climbing world. Although he had completely revolutionized
climbing in the South-West, advancing the
standard considerably, Littlejohn was still
relatively unknown outside his own area,
and his routes there were not well known
to the average climber in Wales or the
Lakes. Since then, of course, things have
changed, but this ascent showed Littlejohn
in his true light: a brilliant climber, able to
come to a major British cliff and create an
extremely hard and magnificent route up
one of the most improbable pieces of rock
on the cliff. Since its ascent, Pagan has
acquired the reputation of being one of the
best routes at Gogarth. Although this was
Littlejohn's flrst new route on the cliff, he
had already done some good climbs there.
He made the first free ascent of T. Rex, and
repeated Perygl with only two points of
aid, immediately after the description came
out. He has also soloed Hombre and a
number of the other routes in Easter Island

- all on sight,one summer'safter""JI

A Personal Note
I was able to make my contribution to the
cliffs during 1974 and 1975, when I was a
student at Bangor. Having repeated Puzzle
Me Quick, and Citadel with two points of
aid, it seemed time to search for new routes,
while there were still some left to be had.
With John Zangwill, I worked out an
eliminate line through the overhangs between Hypodermic and Syringe, involving
some very strenuous and technical jamming.
Because of the closeness of the routes here,
and becauseEvans'route, The Needle, was
very near, we called the climb The Camel,
because, as the Bible says, you can't get a
camel through the eye of a needle.
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In August, Chris Rogers was back in
Britain, so I teamed up with him. We went
out to Easter Island Gully one day and,
whilst Leo Dickinson was photographing
Rouse on Wonderwall, I climbed the crack
in the opposite wall. This was very steep in
the first half. Lawrie Holliwell had climbed
it with two points of aid, but had decided
not to claim it as a first ascent because of
the aid. Ben Wintringham had also climbed
it with the same aid, again leaving it unreported, so Chris and I were able to claim
the first free ascent and record it. We named
the climb Supercrack, which seemed an apt
companion to Wonderwall, immediately
opposite.
I also climbed with Steve Humphries at
this time. Like me, he was studying maths
at Bangor, and we were able to work
through a large number of routes. While
climbing Sind, we noticed a beautiful band
of slabs cutting through the overhangs in
the centre of Yellow Wall. A week later. we
climbed an initial l60ft. pitch acrossa long,
loose wall, to reach the start of the slabs.
We went down as the sun was setting, but
returned a few days later. The second pitch
38

started with a ramp, and at one point while
I was climbing this the whole slab on which
I was standing started to move. I hastily
climbed off it, and watched it fall to the
boulders below, landing with a resounding
crash. The crux move on that pitch involved
a long stretch for a loose hold, which Steve
pulled off while seconding. We failed on
the next pitch, so we'escaped'up the final
pitch of The Moon. A week later we returned and, after I had placed two protection pegs from an abseil, we were able to
finish the route without further incident.
We called it The Creeping Lemma.
During the following February (1975),
Steve and I climbed Tam Dubh, the very
steep crack between Bezel and Fail Safe,
and the last of Mr. X's bogus routes on the
Upper Tier. We renamed it The Eternal
Optimist, to reflect our growing confidence.
This was rewarded the following month,
when we found another short route,
Annihilator, on the bulging wall to the
right of Ormuzd in Easter Island Gully.
May saw the addition of another big aid
route on the North Stack Overhang. Put
up by Martin Barnicott and the Swiss
brothers, Claude and Yves Remy, the
route, Black Rod, took two days to complete. It provides a good companion route
to Big Overhang, and may become even
more popular with the aid climbers, whose
traditional routes in the Pennines are

decreasing following the activities of the
free climbers.
Meanwhile, Steve and I were now getting
very fit and keen, and we had one fantastic
day, in which we did Dinosaur, Rat Race
and Citadel. On the second pitch of Citadel
I started to get tired and my fingers began
to open. I grabbed an in-situ sling, but one
side of it snapped,leaving me hanging there
holding the knot. Frantically looking for
holds I pulled up and then the other side
broke, depositing me back with Steve on
the ledge. We finished the route with a
further point of aid, but our designs on
Mammoth had to be abandoned as Steve
had burnt his hands badly holding my
fall.
My next new route was an interesting
little line I had spotted in the wall to the
left of Heroin. I climbed it with Chris Dale.
Horse above Water, as we called it, is a
bottomless chimney gained by an overhanging groove. During an earlier attempt,
I had fallen off it when a finger-jam came
out, and had torn some ligaments in my
foot when I landed. This time I managed
to reach the chimney and climb it, although
it exacted its toll from our knees, as we were
climbing in shorts.
Horse above Water turned out to be the
Iast new route of the summer. Ilowever,
while in Yosemite, I found myself dreaming
ofa line basedon the crux pitch ofPositron,

'"),i

a line taking a rising traverse across the big
central wall of the Main Cliff. When we got
back to Bangor in the Autumn, Chris and
I trained on farm walls several times a
week,After five weeks we felt strong enough
for the test. I actually went out first with
John Whittle, to climb the opening pitch,
but we failed on the first attempt. The crux
was a ferocious move across a short overhanging wall, and it shook John up so much
that he would not return the next day.
Chris joined me the following afternoon,
and we just had time to complete the next
two pitches, including the big pitch of
Positron free. We finished the route later
that month, taking a line across to Mammoth, and then up to join Citadel. The last
pitch was much harder than expected. It
took a very steep groove, and at one point
I was seriously considering jumping off, but
decidedto try and get in a nut and lower off.
Oncethe nut was in, calm was restored, and
I continued. The name for the route was a
problem. At first we thought of The Ascent
of Man, but, flicking through an Ogwen
guide, we saw the name Ordinary Route,
and that solved the problem, as well as
representing a belated return to traditional
modes.
Dogs of War and The Cow
Ordinary Route was the last new route for
half a year. The next was put up by Malcolm Howells, some ten years after he made
his first new routes on the cliff. With Paul
Trower he climbed Dogs of War, a route
parallel to, but harder than, The Sind.
Howells led the second pitch, which was a
real nasty - hard and loose, with little
adequateprotection - and then Trower led
on. In attempting to gain a ramp covered
with dust, he took a short fall, and so
placed a peg which he used to reach the
ramp. The peg was dispensed with on the
second ascent, by Dave Pearce and Pete
Boardman. Later in the year, Pearce teamed
up with Trower to climb The Cow, a very
directline up the middle of the overhanging
Yellow Wall. The first pitch, which takes a
very obvious crack up an overhanging
flake, had previously been attempted by
many parties, including Pearce and Nick
Estcourt, Howells and Trower, Sharp,
Strapcans and Littlejohn. No one had got
over the overhang guarding the crack,
everyonehaving preferred to retreat rather
than use aid: but Pearce and Trower
eventuallystole the route by using a resting
sling immediately below the overhang.
They returned later to add a top pitch,
which forced its way directly through the
overhangsabove the stance. Although they
may have climbed the route by using aid
where others retreated, there is no doubt
that The Cow is extremely hard and very
good. As Pearce says: o'In my biased
opinion, it is one of the best routes on
Yellow Wall".
Right: Alec Sharp leading the first pitch of
Ordinary Route during the first ascent.Photo:
Chris Dale
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Baz Ingle - hi.s routes Gogarth and
Pentarltol litnned tlrc ba.sis lor all
tltttt .lbllon'cd. Pete Crew (belotr) arth Gogarllt (ontpetit()t tt'lo .sel a
pace Ihot Jctr t'ould nntr'lr.
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Joe Brown - despite a late start, he had a hand in nro.st oJ Gogarth's earlt
riclrcs. lan McNaught Davis (abole right) - starred in the three Gogarth TV
programntcs and partneretl Brown on several new rolrles. Geoff Cram (helow
left) - a bold push across Castell Helen antl Yellow ll'all. Malcolm Howells
(below right) - vied v,ith Brox,nJitr Rat Rat'e, but his best route came leter.
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\{artin Boysen- lir.\t on the Main Cliff (u'ith
Irrylc) and ltr.st into ll'en Za+n (willt Bro*rt).
Ronfand Edwards(/olcl lc/t) a clurc'ho1 roules
on rfu Upperlicr'. Jancis Baldock (below right).
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SomeEarly Gogarth Pioneers

( onlenrporor.t'phottt.s (c.rct'pI tlto.st'tt.f Protltsr and Edxard.s) o.f'
.:ttntc of tltL' tttoitt rr('/r'1\/J tlut itt,g Gogurt/t'.s f orttnlire ltcriod.
Tltt'y addt'd orcr a huntlrttl rout(\ l() rlte cli.fJ.sitt.frre ruu: in lhe
'si.rtie.;.Photrts: Alcotk, Tulli.s. Kt'ales und ll'ilson
Iute

Ed Drunrmond nrrrl Dave Pearce tltc Dreant o/ l|/ltite Horses leanl
v'lto ulso addul lfurther nuior rorrlcs to the cli//.s (c.9. Tltc Moon,
Stranl, T. Rc.r unl Thc Co*'1. Geoff llirtles (bclttx' lc.li) p.tt tnered
Dave Alcock - in+'olvedin manl'
CtL'x, Brovtn und Pro<'tor on nnjor distoveries.
e . r p l o r a t i o n . sr r i l h C r c * , B r o w n
anl Rogan including rhe dcralopnrcnt 0J Not th Stack and Castell
Helen.

Gerry Rogan (abov e') - N or rh S t aq\y: xp I or er. T om Proctor
(above right) - his Del'go st,lved bnc oJ the big Red Wall
problems. Les and Lawrie Holliwell (below) - a v'hirlwind
lbrce.
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Jack Street (abovc\ - used
etrier rung.s in Ciradel.
Doug Scott (right) - ltis Big
Olerhttttg gave Gogtu'lh one
t,l Bt itttiti.; hi:t, .rl tuuf'
clintb.s. brtl Sl ringc and
Crow Bar vere crititised.
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Four climbers who together with the
Holliwells. Drummond. Pearce and
Howells, have added some of the best
routes of recent times. Alan Rouse
(top) - his Positron is still a feared
route. Ray Evans - respected purist
guru. Pat Littlejohn - perhaps the preeminent sea clifi explorer. Alex Sharp
(bottom) - unashanted Gogarth addict.
Photos: Dickinson,
Wyvill,
ll'ilson
and Gray
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Redshift anal Graduation Ceremony
In the interim between the ascents of these
two routes, two other important lines were
climbed. Pat Littlejohn and Hugh Clarke
climbedanother route on Red Wall, taking
a seriesof grooves to the left of Red Haze.
Redshift,as it was called, was unfortunately
climbed during the period of the voluntary
restriction on climbing at South Stack.
This restriction covers most of the South
Stack cliffs and its purpose is to protect
rare birds during the nesting season.
Littlejohn was under the impression that
Red Wall was not included in the restriction. He emerged at the top to find a
watching ornithologist, with whom he discussedhis mistake, and the ornithologist
agreedto try and make the signs clearer.
Climbers visiting Gogarth should make
every effort to observe this voluntary restriction. If you must climb at South Stack

during the nesting season,it is important to
find out which walls are not included and
to restrict your climbing only to those.
The second route to be put up was
Graduation Ceremony, which I climbed
with Ray Toomer. I had just finished my
finals at Bangor, hence the name. The first
pitch was originally climbed by Rouse and
Mick Geddes. At the time, Rouse proclaimed it to be one of the hardest and
most serious pitches he had done. However,
time mellowed his memory, until he was
declaring it to be no more than Hard VS.
Needlessto say, it is hard and fairly serious.
The second pitch follows a parallel crack
up to the left of Citadel, slightly harder but
not as long as Citadel.
Livesey and Fawcett
Only three more new climbs were done in
l976.Pete Livesey and Ron Fawcett climbed two very difficult routes in Wen Zawn

':bl'
Above: Ed Hart at the dificult overhang on The
Cow. The overhanging flake is above, slanting up
to the right. Photo: Phil Robson

on the same day: Broken Mirror takes the
centre of the Uhuru Wall, and High
Pressure takes the slab between Wen and
Quartz lcicle. Livesey, never one to miss a
chance of adding to his reputation, wrote:
"We did an extremely brief cleaning abseil down both routes, then climbed
them. Both required further cleaning en
route, together with modifications in the
original concept of the line. I was shit
scared leading the first half of mine, and
Ron was shit scared leading the first half
of his. I was really annoyed seconding
Ron's, because it was hard and he
couldn't possibly have led it unless he'd
got really good, and Ron was really
annoyed seconding mine because it was
continuedon page43 )
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climber, by saying that the weaker-willed
individual attempting to gain kudos by an
earlyrepeat must climb under potentially
suicidal conditions ? Perhaps such individualsdo need genuinely competitive climbing, where routes are top-roped and points
scored for speed and style. The risk level
in this case is, after all, below that frequently acceptedin competitive gymnastics.
So far I have concentrated on my impressionsas a British climber, and on the
degree to which competition affects my
enjoymentof the sport. A much deeper and
more serious problem is encountered when
world climbing is considered. The pursuit
of technical difficulty is, after all, a British
rock climbing myth. Its transplantation to
the world scene is essentially futile - it
cannot be made to fit. You cannot prepare
the Eiger by abseil, nor can you talk of
sheertechnical difficulty when considering
a feat such as the soloing of an 8,000m.
peak by its normal (easiest) route. The
argument becomes meaningless.
But, if Everest was soloed by the South
Col route, the ascent would be heralded as
the greatest single feat of mountaineering,
so far in excess of a difficult 30ft. gritstone
problem as to make the comparison ridiculous. Why? Is it not that as climbers we
seeka freeing of our earth-bound existence
'
for a more spiritual one, and that we see in
the climber of such a route an expression
of what we all seek? It is a manifestation
of the much-maligned inner spirit that
separatesus, as men, from other animals.
And the transference of the new rock ethic
to greater mountaineering threatens to debaseeven this.
The exploit of Hermann Buhl on Nanga
Parbat was impressive, not because it was
an ascent of awesome technical difficulty,
but because it required an inner fire that
most of us cannot hope to emulate. In thc
yearssince Buhl's climb we have had commentarieson his life, and they have usually
touched on the human aspects of his ascents. But, if his death had been more
recent, would he have received such a tribute? Or would he have received, as did
Dougal Haston, merely a catalogue of
climbs, as though that was all that life
comprised? Haston was admired, not simply becauseof his skill, but because of his
avowed intent to go to the edge and look
over. When I read his obituary, I was lett
with the vaguely hollow feeling that his life
had amounted only to a handful of climbs,
with no human significance.
If climbing has been so degraded by
competition that a man's death can elicit
no more than a list of climbs, no matter
what the quality of those climbs, then I
fear its value may be lost.
And when all the hard climbing is gone,
will the climbers still have the mountain?
And, what is more important, will we? A
SUMMARY
An essaythat criticisesthe valuesof contemporaryrock-climbing

continuedfrom page41
so hard that nobody could lead it without
some runners, especially when they were
old and should have been going
downhill".
Livesey occupies a special position in
British climbing today. Although technically inferior to climbers such as Fawcett
and John Allen, he has undoubtedly been
the best climber in the country for the last
few years, by virtue of his great drive for
new routes and publicity. His ethics perhaps
Ieave something to be desired in the matter
of abseiling down and practising moves on
new routes, but he has neverthelessleft a
trail of magnificent and extremely difficult
routes all over the country. Just as Brown
initiated a dramatic rise in climbing
'fifties,
standards in the
which was merely
'sixties,
consolidated during the
so Livesey
'seventies.
initiated another rise in the early
Very much a part of this rise was the attitude towards training which Livesey introduced. Previously, training simply meant
climbing, very often on outcrops, but
Livesey began to train on climbing walls,
sometimes carrying weights, sometimes
doing a form of interval training on the
walls, with the result that he developed
phenomenal strength and endurance, qualities which epitomize much of today's hard
climbing. Others followed his example, but
few could match his drive for routes all over
the country. Although getting old for topclass climbing, Livesey has a habit of confounding his critics, and time alone will tell
when he is past it, although his name
appears less frequently in the magazines
now than it once did.
Fowler's Trunk Line
The last route of the year was Trunk Line,
a new lower girdle of the steep part of the
Main Cliff, put up by Mick Fowler and
John Stevenson.Fowler recalls:
"We had originally tried Trunk Line in
October, 1975, with a rope of three, but
couldn't get into Dinosaur at the level of
the spike on Positron, so we escapedup
Gogarth. At this point we gave up the
route for severalmonths, but while doing
Dinosaur I noticed a possible traversing
line level with the stance on that route.
Our next attempt was in April, when
John and I reached the stance on Rat
Race, but, having braved the cold on the
stance for an hour and a half, we failed
once more and did Gogarth again instead.
After a summer in the Alps we flnally got
to Gogarth in late September; this time
things went better and we managed to
traverse into Dinosaur with only slight
traces of frost-bite (mainly because of
the warming effect of being gripped), but
it started raining as we approached
Mammoth. When we got to Citadel, the
crack was streaming with water; rather
than use loads of aid. we lowered off.
then abseiled.No one in the Padarn that
evening seemed to care that we hadn't
finished up Citadel. since we had done
)

all the new climbing involved".
There matters stand at the time of
writing, although it is perhaps worth mentioning John Whittle's attempt at a girdle
of the back wall of Wen Zawn. From the
stance on Uhuru, he crossed the loose wall
above the arch, to reach the back wall, but
this proved to be so loose that the attempt
finished at that point. It remains one of the
few major lines left on the cliff.
Guidebook talk stirred a few more events
in 1977. Martin Wragg and George Hardill
added Blowout, between Genuflex and
Archway on North Stack, and, just to the
right, the ar6te between Britomartis and the
Trap has recently been climbed by Brian
Wyvill and Ray Evans, producing Gobbler's Ar6te.
Ben Wintringham, for years a Gogarth
expert though never involved in new routes,
finally made a contribution on the prestigious screen of the Central Park Wall. A
gap existed between Strand and Central
Park, so Ben got to work on an abseil rope
and, after an energetic gardening session,
revealed a new line. Wintringham then
climbed the route with his wife, Marion,
but unfortunately was forced to use two
aid pegs to reach a shallow groove in the
upper wall. Three repeats followed during
which the aid was eliminated. The route in
its finished state is described as 6a and E3
by Andy Sharp, who made the free ascent
after having previously climbed the route
with both points of aid. The Wintringhams
also climbed two prominent lines, Atheist
and Heathen, in the right wall of the LeftHand Red Wall Zawn.
Despite a short life, Gogarth has developed into one of the finest cliffs in Britain.perhaps the finest. Although not a place
for the hesitant or faint-hearted, the steepness of the rock ensures exhilarating and
memorable climbing fcrr those with drive
and desire. Steepness necessitates movement, and fluent controlled movement is
the essence of climbing. To conclude, a
quotation from Perrin perhaps gives a clue
to the attraction of Gogarth:
"Climbing is to be experienced, it is an
existential act; it has no point, it will
bear the weight of no consideration beyond an instinctual affirmative to experience. Give me those vital, impassioned, dynamic climbers bred from a
situation where climbing, through the
risk factor, was felt to be meaningful as
experience. An awareness of death presupposes the individual's awareness of
his own life; movement expresses that
awareness"
SUMMARY
The second of two articles dealing with the
development of the Gogarth sea cliffs on
Anglesey,North Wales.The first article,which
appearedin Mountain57 dealt with the period
1964-1968and this article bringsthe history up
to date. Quotationsfrom Crew,Brown, Holliwell and Wilson are verbatim. All others are
taken from written accounts,

